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EDITOR'S PREFACE

TO THE

COMMONPLAC E BOOK

BERKELEY'S juvenile Commo"p/ac~ Book is a small
quarto volume, in his handwriting. found among the

Berkeley manuscripts in possession of the late Arch
deacon Rose. It was first published in 1871, in my
edition of Berkeley's Works. It consists of occasional
thoughts, Dlathematical, physical, ethical, and metaphy.
sical, set down in miscellaneous fashion, for private use,
as they arose in the course of his studies at Trinity
College, Dublin. They are full of the fervid enthusiasm
that was natural to him, and of sanguine expectations of the
issue of the prospective authorship (or which they record
preparations. On the title-page is written, 'G. B. Trin. Dub.
alum.,' with the date 1705. when he was twenty years of
age. The entries are the gradual accumulation of the
next three years, in one of which the A n1nmel;ca and the
Miscellanea MatA~malica made their appearance. The
New Theory of Vision, given to the world in 1709. was
evidently much in his mind, as well as the sublime concep
tion of the material world in its necessary subordination to
the spiritual world, of which he delivered himself in his
book of Pn·"ciples, in 1710.
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This disclosure of Berkeley's thoughts about things, in
the years preceding the publication of his first essays, is
indeed a precious record of the initial struggles of ardent
philosophical genius. It places the reader in intimate
companionship with him when he was beginning to
awake into intellectual and spiritual life. We hear him
soliloquising. We see him trying to translate into reason
ableness our crude inherited beliefs about the material
world and the natural order of the universe, self-conscious
personality, and the Universal Power or Providence-all
under the sway of a new determining Principle which was
taking profound possession of his soul. He finds that he
has only to look at the concrete things of sense in the light
of this great discovery to see the artificially induced per
plexities of the old philosophers disappear, along with their
imposing abstractions, which turn out empty words. The
thinking is throughout fresh and sincere; sometimes impe
tuous and one-sided; the outcome of a mind indisposed to
take things upon trust, resolved to inquire freely, a rebel
against the tyranny ~f language, morally burdened with
the consciousness of a new world-transfonning conception,
which duty to mankind obliged him to reveal, although his
message was sure to offend. Men like to regard things
as· they have been wont. This new conception of the
surrounding world-the impotence of Matter, and its sub
ordinate office in the Supreme Economy must, he foresees,
disturb those accustomed to treat outward things as the
only realities, and who do not care to ask what constitutes
reality. Notwithstanding the ridicule and ill-will that his
transformed material world was sure to meet with, amongst
the many who accept empty words instead of genuine
insight, he was resolved to deliver himself of his thoughts
through the press, but with the politic conciliation of a
persuasive Irish pleader.

The Commo"p/ac~Book steadily recognises the adverse
influence of one insidious foe. Its world-transforming-
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Principle has been obscured by I the mist and veil ofwords.'
The abstractions of metaphysicians, which poison human
language, had to be driven out of the author's mind before
he could see the light, and must be driven out of the minds
of others before they could be got to see it along with
him: the concrete world as realisable only in percipient
mind is with difficulty introduced into the vacant place.
'The chief thing I pretend to is only to remove the
mist and veil of words.' He exults in the transformed
mental scene that then spontaneously rises before him. 'My
speculations have had the same effect upon me as visiting
foreign countries,-in the end I return where I was before,
get my heart at ease, and enjoy myself with more satisfac
tion. The philosophers lose their abstract matter; the
materialists lose their abstract extension;. the profane lose
their extended deity. Pray what do the rest of mankind
lose ?' This beneficent revolution seemed to be the issue
of a simple recognition of the fact, that the true way of re·
garding the world we see and touch is to regard it as
consisting of ideas or phenomena that are presented to
human senses, somehow regularly ordered, and the occa
sions of pleasure or pain to us as we confonn to or rebel
against their natural order. This is the surrounding uni·
verse-at least in its relations to us, and that is all in it that
we have to do with. 'I know not,' he says, 'what is meant
by things considered in themselves, i. e. in abstraction. 'fhis
is nonsense. Thing and idea are words of much about the
same extent and meaning. Existence is not conceivable
without perception and volition. I only declare the mean
ing of the word existe"ce, as far as I can comprehend it.'

In the COlnmonplace Book we see the youth at Trinity
College forging the weapons which he was soon to direct
against the materialism and scepticism of the generation
into which he was born. Here are rough drafts, crude
hints of intended arguments, probing of unphilosophical
mathematicians-even Newton and Descartes, memoranda
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of facts, more or less relevant, on their way into the Essay
on Vision and the treatise on Pn;,c;ples-seeds of the philo
sophy that was to be gradually unfolded in his life and
in his books. We watch the intrepid thinker, notwith
standing the inexperience of youth, more disposed to give
battle to mathematicians and metaphysicians than to sub
mit even provisionally to any human authority. It does
not seem that his scholarship or philosophical learning
was extensive. Descartes, Malebranche, and Locke were
his intimates; Hobbes and Spinoza were not unknown to
him; Newton and some lesser lights among the mathe
maticians are often confronted. lie is more rarely in
company with the ancients or the mediaevalists. No deep
study of Aristotle appears, and there is even a disposition to
disparage Plato. He seeks for his home in the I new
philosophy' of experience; without anticipations of Kant,
as the critic of what is presupposed in the scientific reli
ability of any experience, against whom his almost blind
zeal against abstractions would have set him at this early
stage. ' Pure intellect I understand not at all,' is one of his
entries. He asks himsel~ I What becomes of the aeterna~

fJerikltes?' and his reply is, 'They vanish.' When he tells
himself that I we must with the mob place certainty in the
senses,' the words are apt to suggest that the senses are
our only source of knowledge, but I suppose his mean
ing is that the senses must be trustworthy, as 'the mob J

assume. Yet occasionaJly he uses language which looks
like an anticipation of David Hume, as when he calls
mind 'a congeries of perceptions. Take away percep
tions,' he adds, 'and you take away mind. Put the per
ceptions and you put the mind. The understanding
seemeth not to differ from its perceptions and ideas! He
seems unconscious of the total scepticism which such
expressions, when strictly interpreted, are found to in
volve. But after all, the reader must not apply rigorous
ntles of interpretation to random entries or provisional
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memoranda, meant only for private use, by an enthusiastic
student who was preparing to produce books.

I have followed the manuscript of the Con""onplnce
Book, omitting a few repetitions of thought in the sante
words. Here and there Berkeley's writing is almost
obliterated and difficult to decipher, apparently through
accident by water in the course of his travels, when, as
he mentions long after in one of his letters, several of his
manuscripts were lost and others were injured.

The letters of the alphabet which are interpreted on
the first page, and prefixed on the margin to some of the
entries, may so far help to bring the apparent chaos of en·
tries under a few articulate heads.

I have added SODle annotations here and there as they
happened to occur, and these might have been multiplied
indefinitely had space permitted.
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I. ;,;: I nlroduction.
M. - Matter.
P. - Primary and Secoadary

qualities.
E. - Existence.

T. c: Time.
S. II:: Soul-Spirit.
G. - God.
Mo. - Moral Philosophy.
N. IU Natural PhilCMlOphy.

Qu. If there be not two kinds of visible extension-one
perceiv'd by a confus'd view, the other by a distinct suc
cessive direction of the optique axis to each point?

I. No Jeneral ideas 1. The contrary a cause of mistake or
confusion in mathenlatiques, &c. rrhis to be intimated in
ye Introduction '.

The Principle may be apply'd to the difficulties of
conservation, co-operation, &c.

N. rrrifling for the fnatural] philosophers to enquire the
cause of maJDetical attractions, &c. They onely search
after cO-existlng ideas'.

M. Queecunque in Scriptura militant adversus Copernicunl,
P. militant pro me.
M. All tllings in the Scri~ture web side with the vulgar
P. against the learned, side With me also. I side in all things

with the mob.
• C General ideas,' i. e. tlN/mel

general ideas, distinguished, ill
Berkeley's nominalism, froln tm,·
twit general idcas, or from gcneral
namcs, which are signs of any one
or an indefinite Dumber or in
dividual objects. Cf. PriJ,cipl'$,

Introduction, sect. 16.
I Introdtlction to the Pn;.ci/JII.

ujlJ",,,,,,, K"tJIfI'tvlg,.
J • co-existing idca8,' Ie c. phe

nomena presented in uniform order
to the senses.
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II. I know there is a mighty sect of men will oppose me,
but yet I may expect to be supported by those whose
minds are not so far overgrown wtb madness. These are
far the greatest part of mankind-especially Moralists,
Divines, Politicians; in a word, all but Mathematicians
and Natural Philosophers. I mean only the hypothetical
gentlemen. Experimental philosophers have nothing
whereat to be offended in me.

Newton begs his Principles; I demonstrate mine 1.

E. I must be very particular in explaining w~ is meant
by things existing-in houses, chambers,.fields, caves, &c.
-wn not perceiv'd as well as WD perceived; and shew
how the vulgar notion agrees with mine, when we
narrowly inspect into the meaning and definition of the
word exislence, wh is no simple idea, distinct from per
ceiving and being perceived '.

The Schoolmen have noble subjects, but handle them
ill. The mathematicians have trifling subjects, but reason
admirably about them. Certainly their method and argu
ing are excellent.

God knows h~w far our knowledge of intellectual beings
m~y be enlarg'd from the Principles.

M. The reverse of the Principle I take to have been the
chief source of all that scepticism and folly, all those con
tradictions and inextricable puzzling absurdities, that have
in all ages been a reproach to human reason, as well as of
that idolatry, whether of images or of gold, that blinds
t he greatest part of the world, and that shamefull immor
ality that turns us into beasts.

E. ",.. Vixit & fuit.
oVula, the name (or substance, used by Aristotle, the

Fathers, &c.

If at the same time we shall make the Mathematiques
much more easie and much more accurate, w' can be ob
jected to us S?

I Newton postulates a world of'
matter and aDotion, governed me
chanically by laws within itself' :
Herkeley finds bimselr ella."ged
with New Principles, demanded
by reason, \vith whieh Newton's
postulate is inconsistent.

t He attempts this in many parts
of the P,;ncipl~sand DialoglUs. He
recognises the difficulty of recon·
ciling his New l)rinciplcs with the
itln,lily and J'n1IUJ""'" of sensible
things.

:I He contemplated thus early ap-
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We need not force our imagination to conceive such very
small lines for infinitesimals. They may every whit as
well be imagin'd big as little, since that the integer must
be infinite.

Evident that weh has an infinite number of parts must be
infinite.

We cannot imagine a line or space infinitely great
therefore absurd to talk or make propositions about it.

We cannot im~ne a line, space, &c., quovis lato majus.
Since yt what we Imapne must be datum aliquod; a thing
can't be greater than Itself:

If you call infinite that wch is greater than any assignable
by another, then I say, in that sense there may be an infi
nIte square, sphere, or any other figure, wrh is absurd.

Qu. if extension be resoillble into points it does not con
sist of?

No reasoning about things whereof we have no ideas 1 ;

therefore no reasoning about infinitesimals.
No word to be used \vithout an idea 1.

s. If uneasiness be necessary to set the Will at work, Qu.
how shall we will in heaven?

Bayle's, Malbranch's, &c. arguments do not seem to
prove against Space, but onely against Bodies.

•,. I agree in nothing wtb the Cartesians as to ye existence
P. of Bodies & Qualities '.

Aristotle as ~ood a man as Euclid, but he was allowed
to have been mistaken.

Lines not proper for demonstration.
M. We see the house itsel~ the church itself; it being an

idea and nothing more. The house itsel~ the church
jtsel~ is an idea, i. e. an object-immediate object-of
thought I. •

plications of his New Principles to
Mathematics, afterwards made in
his book of P,.;"apl_, secL lIB-sa.

I What Berkeley calls icl«J8 are
either perceptible by the sensa or
imagined: either way they are con
crete: .'rtlclitletrsarcempty words.

:I L e. the existence of bodies and
their qualities independently or
in abstraction (rom-all percipient

Illind. While the spiritual theism of
Descartes is acceptable, he rejects
his mechanical conception of the
material world.

I But a 'house' or a • church'
includes more than mi6/1 ideas, so
that we cannot, strictly "JlCaking,
be said to see it. We see imme
diately only visible sirns of its in
visible qualities.
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Instead of injuring, our doctrine much benefits geoDletrx.
E. Existence is percipi, or percipere, [or velie, i.e. agere lJ.

The horse is in the stable, the books are in the study as
before.

N. In physiques I have a vast view of things soluble hereby,
but have not leisure.

N. Hyps and such like unaccountable things confirm my
doctrine. .
An~le not well defined. See Pardies' Geometry, .by

Harris, &c. This one ground of trifling.
N. One idea not the cause of another-one power not the

cause of another. The cause of all natural things is onely
God. Hence trifling to enquire after second causes.
'rhis doctrine gives a most suitable idea of the Divinity'.

N. Absurd to study astronomy and other the like doctrines
as speculative sciences.

N. The absurd account of memory by the brain, &c. makes
for me.

How was light created before man? Even so were Bodies
created before man S.

Inlpossible anythin, besides that weh thinks and is
thought on should eXist f.

That weh is visible cannot be made up of invisible things.
M. S. is that wherein there are not contain'd distinguish

able sensible parts. Now how can that weh hath not sensi
ble parts be divided into sensiblerarts? If you say it may
be divided into insensible parts, say these are nothings.

Extension abstract from sensible qualities is no sensa
tion, I grant: but then there is no such idea, as anyone
may try'. There is onely a considering the number of
points without the sort of them, & this makes more for me,
since it must be in a considering thing.

I This is added in the margin. the existence of a table while I am
S The total impotence of Matter, only seeing it.

and the omnipotence of Mind or t Existence, in short, can be
Spirit in Nature, is thus early realised only In the form of living
becoming the dominant thought percipient mind.
with Berkeley. . I Berkeley hardly distinguishes

:a This refers to an objection to uncontingent mathematical ,.,la-
the New Principles that is appar- liOHS, to which the sensible ideas or
enlly reinforced by recent dis- phenomena in which the relations
coveries in geology. But if these are concretely manifested must con
contradict the Principles, so does form.
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Mem. Before I have shewn the distinction between visi
ble & tangible extension, I must not mention them as dis
tinct. I must not mention M. T. & M. V., but in general
M. S., &c.'

Qu. whether a M. V. be of any colour? a M. T. of any
tangible quality?

If visible extension be the object of geometry, 'tis that
which is survey'd b.r the optique axis.

P. I may say the paiD is in my finger, &c., according to my
doctrine I.

Mem. Nicely to discuss w' is meant when we say a line
consists of a certain number of inches or points, &c.; a·
circle or a certain number of square inches, points, &c.
Certainly we may think of a circle, or have its Idea in our
mind, \vithout thinking of ~ints or square inches, &c.;
whereas it should seem the Idea of a circle is not made up
of the ideas of points, square inches, &c.

Qu. Is any more than this meant by the foregoing ex
pressions, viz. that squares or points may be perceived in
or made out of a circle, &c., or that squares, points, &c. are
actually in it, i. e. are perceivable in it?

A line in abstract, or Distance, is the number of points
between two points. There is also distance between a
slave & an emperor, between a peasant & philosopher,
between a drachm & a pound, a farthing & a crown, &c.; in
all which Distance signifies the number of intermediate
ideas.

Halley's doctrine about the proportion between infinitely
great quantities ·vanishes. When men speak of infinite
quantities, either they mean finite quantities, or else talk
of [that whereof they have I] no Idea; both which are
absurd.

If the disputations of the Schoolmen are blam'd for in
tricacy, trifllngness, & confusion, yet it must be acknow-

I M.l'. - matter tanlible: M.
v. - matter visible; M. S. .
matter sensible. The distinctions
in question were made promincnt
in the EatJ" ON ".0". See Beet.
I, 1~1-45-

I Which the common auppoaition

regarding primary qualities seems
to contradict.

• [That need not have been
blottcd out-'tis good scnsc, if we
do but determine w' we mean by
111;"6 and iJM.]-AUTHOR, on
blank .-p of the MS.
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ledg'd that in the main they treated of great & important
subjects. If we adolire the method & acuteness of the
Math[ematicians]-the length, the subtilty, the exactness
of their demonstrations-we must nevertheless be forced
to grant that they are Cor the most part about trifling sub
jects, and perhaps mean nothing at all.

Motion on 2d thoughts seems to be a simple idea.
P. Motion distinct from ye thing moved is not conceivable.
N. Mem. To take notice of Newton for defining it [Inotion] j

also of Locke's wisdom in leaving it undefin'd I.

Ut ordo partium temporis est immutabilis, sin etiam ordo
partium spatH. Moveantur hie de locis suis, et movebun
tur (ut ita dicam) de seipsis. Truly number is immensur
able. That we will allow with Newton.

I>. Ask a Cartesian whether he is wont to imagine his
globules without colour. Pellucidness is a colour. The
colour of ordinary light of the sun is white. Newton in
the right in assigning colours to the raY$ of light.

A man born blind would not imagine Space as we do.
We give it always some dilute, or duskish, or dark colour
-in short, we IDlagine it as visible, or !ntromitted by the
eye, weh he would not do.

N. Proinde vim inferunt sacris literis qui voces hasce (v.
tenlpus, spatium, motus) de quantitatibus mensuratis ibi
intcrprctantur. Newton, p. 10.

N. I differ frolll Newton, in that I think the recession ab
axe nlotus is not the effect, or index, or nleasure of motion,
but of the vis inlpressa. It sheweth not w~ is truly moved,
but wt has the force impressed on it, or rather that web
hath an impressed force.

D and P are not proportional in all circles. d d is to

1dPas d to e;but d and I!.. are not in the same proportion
4 4

in all circles. Hence 'tis nonsense to seek the terms of
one general proportion whereby to rectify all peripheries,
or ofanother whereby to square all circles.

N.B. If the circle be squar'd arithmetically, 'tis squar'd
geometrically, arithmetic or numbers being nothing but
lines & proportions of lines when apply'd to geoDletry.

I See Locke's EsItI.1, Bk.llI. ch. 4, • 8, where be criticises attempts to
deane motion, as involving a /¥Iilio.
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Mem. To remark Cheyne I & his doctrine of infinites.
Extension, motion, time, do each of them include the

idea of succession, & so far forth they seem to be of
mathematical consideration. Number consisting in suc
cession & distinct perception, weh also consists in succes
sion·; for things at once perceiv'd are jumbled and mixt
t~ether in the mind. Time and motion cannot be con
celv'd without succession; and extension, qua mathemat.,
cannot be conceiv'd but as consisting of parts weh may be
distinctly & successively perceiv'd. Extension perceived
at once & ,n confuso does not belong to math.

The simple idea call'd Power seems obscure, or rather
none at all, but onely the relation 'twixt Cause and Effect.
When I ask whether A can move B. if A be an intelligent
thing, I mean no more than whether the volition of A that
B move be attended with the motion of B? If A be
senseless, whether the impulse of A against B be followed
by ye motion of B I ?

Barrow's ar~ing against indivisibles, lect. i. p. 16, is
a petitio principii, for the Demonstration of Archimedes
sUl?poseth the circumference to consist of more than 24
pOints. Moreover it may perhaps be necessary to suppose
the divisibility ad infinitum, in order to demonstrate that
the radius is equal to the side of the hexagon.

Shew me an argument against indivisibles that does not
go on some false supposition.

A great number of insensibles-or thus, two invisibles,
say you, put together become visible; therefore that M. V.
contains or is made up of invisibles. I answer, the M. V.
does not comprise, is not composed of, invisibles. All the
matter amounts to this, viz. whereas I had no idea awhile
agae, I have an idea now. It renlains for you to prove
that I came by the present idea because there were two
invisibles addeC:l together. I~.f the invisibles are nothings,
cannot exist, include a contradiction I.

1 George Cheyne, tbe ph;rsician
(known afterwards as author or the
E"I/isII No/tidy), published in 1105
• work on Fluxions,which procured
him admi_on tothe Royal Society.
He was born in 16,o.

I This reminds us or Hume, and
inclines towards the empirical no
tion of Causation, as merely con
stancy in sequence-not even con
tinuous metamorphosis.

• This i, Berkeley's objection to
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I am young, I nnl an upstart, I am a pretender, I anl
vain. Very well. I shall endeavour patiently to bear up
under the most lessening, vilifying appellations the pride
& rage of man can devise. But one thing I know I am not
guilty of. I do not pin Iny faith on the sleeve of any great
man. I act not out of prejudice or prepossession. I do
not adhere to any opinion because it is an old one,
a reviv'd one, a fashionable one, or one that I have spent
much time in the study and cultivation of:

Sense rather than reason or demonstration ought to be
employed about lines and figures, these being things
sensible; for as for those you call insensible, we have
proved them to be nonsense, nothing '.

I. If in some things I differ from a philosopher I profess to
admire, 'tis for that very thing on account whereof I admire
him, namely, the love of truth. This &c.

I. Whenever my reader finds me talk very positively, I
desire he'd not take it ill. I see no reason why certainty
should be confined to the mathematicians.

I say there are no incommensurables, no surds. I say
the side of any square may be assign'd in numbers. Say
you assign unto me the side of the square 10. I ask wt 10
-10 feet, inches, &c., or 10 points? If the later, I deny
there is any such square, 'tis impossible. 10 points should
compose a square. If the former, resolve yr 10 square
inches, feet, &c. into points, & the number of points must
necessarily be a square number whose side is easily
assignable.

A mean proportional cannot be found betwixt any two
given lines. It can onely be found betwixt those the
numbers of ,,;hose ~points multiply'd together produce
a square number. Thus betwixt a line of 2 inches &
a line of 5 inches a mean geometrical cannot be found,
except the number ofpoints contained in 2 inches multiply'd
by ye number of points contained in 5 inches make a square
number.

If the wit and industry of the Nihilarians were employ'd

ilia

abstract, i. e. unperceived, quanti
ties and infiniteaimals-impol1ant
in the sequeL

I The' lines and ftgures' oC pure

mathematics, that is to say; which
he rejecls as meaningless, in his
horror or unreaJisable abstrac-
tions. .
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about the usefull & practical mathematiques, what advan
tage had it brought to mankind I

M. You ask me whether the books are in the study now,
E. when no one is there to see them? I answer, Yes. You

ask me, Are we not in the wrong for imagining things
to exist when they are not actually perceiv'd by the senses?
I answer, No. l"he existence of our ideas consists in be
ing perceiv'd, imagin'd, thought on. Whenever they are
imagin'd or thought on the~ do exist. Whenever they
are mentioned or discours d of they are imagin'd &
thought on. Therefore you can at no time ask me whether
they exist or no, but by reason of Y' very question they
must necessarily exist.

E. But, say you, then a chinlsera does exist? I answer, it
doth in one sense, i. e. it is imagin'd. But it must be well
noted that existence is vulgarly restrain'd to actuall per
ception, and that I use the word existence in a larger sense
than ordinary 1.

N.B.-According to my doctrine all things are en/ia
rationis, j. e. solum habent esse in intellectum.

E [I According to my doctrine all are not mha ration;s.
The distinctioR between ells ration,:" and ells realc is kept
up by it as well as any other doctrine.J

You ask me whether there can be an infinite idea?
I answer, in one sense there may. Thus the visual sphere,
tho' ever so small, is infinite, i. e. has no end. But if by
infinite you mean an extension consistin~ of innumerable
points, then I ask yr pardon. Points, tho never so many,
may be numbered. The multitude of points, or feet,
inches, &c., hinders not their numbrableness (i. e. hinders
not their being numerable) in the least. Many or most
are numerable, as well as few or least. Also, if by
infinite idea you· mean an idea too great to be com
prehended or perceiv'd all at once, you must excuse me.
I think such an infinite is no less than a contradiction ".

I Things really exist, that is to
say, in degrees, '.6. in a lesser de
gree, when they are imagined than
when they are actually pereeived
by our senses j but, in this wide
meaning of existence, they may in

both cases be said to exist.
t Added on blank page of the MS.
• In Berkeley's limitation or the

tenn it/Ill to what is presented
obJec:tively in sense, or represented
concretely in im.ginati~n. A~cord-
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M. The sillyness of the current doctrine makes much for me.
They commonly suppose a material world-figures, mo
tions, bulks of various sizes, &c.-according to their own
confession to no purpose. All our sensations may be, and
s0111ctinles actually are, without thenl; nor can men so
much as conceive it possible they should concur in any
wise to the production of them.

M. Ask a man, I mean a philosopher, why he supposes this
vast structure, this compages of bodies? he shall be at
a stand; he'll not have one word to say. Weh sufficiently
shews the folly of the hypothesis.

M. Or rather why he supposes all r Matter? For bodies
and their qualities I do allow to eXist independently of our
mind.

s. Qu. How is the soul distinguish'd from its ideas?
Certainly if there were no sensible ideas there could be no
soul, no perception, remembrance, love, fear, &c.; no
faculty could be exerted '.

s. The soul is the Will, properly speaking, and as it is
distinct from ideas.

s. The grand puzzling question, whether I sleep or wake.
easily solv'd.

Qu. Whether minima or meer minitna may not be
compar'd by their sooner or later evanescence, as well as
by more or less points, so that one sensible may be greater
than another, though it exceeds it not by one point?

Circles on several radius's are not similar figures, they
having neither all nor any an infinite number of sides.
Hence in vain to enquire after 2 terms of one and ye same
proportion that should constantly express the reason of
the d to the p in all circles.

Mem. To remark Wallis's harangue, that the aforesaid
proportion can neither be expressed by rational numbers
nor surds.

inCly Can infinite idea' would be
an idea which transcends ideation
-an express contndictioD.

I Does the lI"mtJII spirit depend
on 1ntSi1Jl, ideas as much as they
depend 00 spirit 1 Other orden
of spiritual beings may be percipi
ent of other sorts of phenomena

than those presented in those few
senses to which man is confined,
although selC-conscious activity
abstracted from allsortsofpresented
phenomena seems impossible. But
a self-conscious spirit is not neces
sarily dependent on 0'" material
world or OU' lense experience.
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We can no more have an idea of length without breadth
or visibility, than of a general figure.

One idea may be like another idea, tho' they contain no
common simple idea I. Thus the simple idea red is in
some sense like the simple idea blue; 'tis Jiker it than sweet
or shrill. But then those ideas web are so said to be alike,
aJfee both in their connexion with another sinlple idea,
VIZ. extension, & in their being receiv'd byone & the same
sense. But, after all, nothing can be like an idea but
an idea.

No sharing betwixt God & Nature or second causes
in my doctrine.

M. Ptlaterialists mltst allow the earth to be actually nlov'd by
the attractive power of every stone that falls fronl the air,
with many other the like absurditys.

Enquire concerning the pendulunl clock, &c.; whether
those inventions of H uygens, &c. be attained to by my
doctrine.

The "" & ""~ & "'''' &c. of time are to be cast away and
neglected, as so many noughts or nothings.

Mem. "fo nlake experiments concerning J11inimunls and
their colours, whether they have any or no, & whether they
can be of that green web seems to be compounded of )·ellow
and blue.

s. Qu. Whether it were not better not to call the operations
of the mind ideas-confining this term to things sensible t ?

E. Mem. diligently to set forth how that many of the ancient
philosophers run into so great absurditys as even to deny
the existence of motion, and of those other things they
perceiv'd actually by their senses. This sprung from their
not knowing w' Existence was, and wherein it consisted.
This the source of all their folly. 'Tis on the discovering
of the nature and meaning and import of Existence that
I chiefly insist. This puts a wide difference betwixt the

I [This I do not altogether ap- senses, or represented in sensuous
prove of.]-AUTHoR, on margin. imagination, and applying the for-

t He afterwards guarded the mer to intellectual apprehension of
difference,bycontrasting"otio,.and C operations of the mind,' and of
itlld, confining tbe latter to pheno- 'relatioDs ' among idea.
mena presented objectively to our

...xaUT: FLU... I. C
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sceptics &c. & me. l'his I think wholly new. I am sure
this is new to me '.

We have learn'd from Mr. Locke that there may be, and
that there are, several glib, coherent, methodical discourses,
which nevertheless amount to just nothing. This by him
intended with relation to the Scholemen. We may apply
it to the Mathematicians.

Qu. How can all words be said to stand for ideas? The
word blue stands for a colour without any extension, or
abstract from extension. But we have not an idea of
colour without extension. We cannot imagine colour with
out extension.

Locke seems wrongly to assign a double use of words:
one for communicating&theotherforrecording ourthoughts.
,reis absurd to use words for recordinr our thoughts to
ourselves, or in our private meditations •

No one abstract simple idea like another. Two simple
ideas may be connected with one & the same 3"1 simple idea,
or be intromitted by one & the same sense. But consider'd
in thcnlsclves they can have nothing COOlmon, and con
se<tuently no likeness.

Qu. How can there be any abstract ideas of colours?
It seems not so easily as of tastes or sounds. But then all
ideas whatsoever are particular. I can by no means
conceive an abstract general idea. 'Tis one thing to
abstract one concrete idea fronl another of a" different
kind, & another thing to abstract an idea from an"particulars
of the same kind s.

N. Mem. Much to recommend and approve of experimental
philosophy.

s. What means Cause as distinguish'd from Occasion?
NothinR but a being weh wills, when the effect follows
the vohtion. Those thinKs that happen from without
we are not the cause of: Therefore there is some other
Cause of them, i. e. there is a Being that wills these
perceptions in us·.

I See Pri""pit"S, sect. 89. ' "Every general notion is iti«u1y
~ Is thought, then, independent naI;StJbl, in one or other of its

of language 1 Can we realise possible concrete or individual ap-
tbought worthyofthe name without plications.·
use of words' This is Berkeley's • This is the germ of Berkeley's
excessive juvenile reaction against notion ofthe objectivity oftbe mate-
verbal abstractions. rial world to individual percipients
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[5. [1 It should be said, nothing but a Will-a Being which
wi Is being unintelligible.]

One square cannot be double of another. Hence the
Pythagorlc theorem is false.

Some writers of catoptrics absurd enough to place the
apparent place of the object in the Barrovian case behind
the eye.

Blew and yellow chequers still diminishing terminate in
green. This may help to prove the composition of green.

There is in green ~ foundations of 2 relations of likeness
to blew & yellow. Therefore green is compounded.

A mixt cause will produce a mixt effect. Therefore
colours are all compounded that we see.

Mem. To consider Newton's two sorts of green.
N. B. My abstract & general doctrines ought not to be

condemn'd by the Royall Society. 'Tis w' their meeting
did ultimately intend. V. Sprat's History S. R.t

Mem. To premise a definition of idea I.

I. rrhe 2 great principles of Morality-the bein~ of a God
Mo. & the freedom of man. Those to be handled In the be

ginning of the Second Book 4.

Subvertitur geometria ut non practica sed speculativa.
Archimedes's proposition about squarin~ the circle has

nothing to do with circumferences containing less than
96 points j & if the circumference contain 96 points it may
be apply'd, but nothing will follow against indivisibles.
V. Barrow.

Those curve lines that you can rectify geometrically.
Compare them with their equal right lines & by a micro
scope you shall discover an inequality. Hence my squaring
of the circle as good and exact as the best. .

M. Qu. whether the substance of body or anything else be

and so of the rise of individual self.
consciousness.

• Added by Berkeley on blank
pafe of the MS.

cr. p. 420, note g. Bishop
Sprat's Hi.lory 0/111, RoyaISoa.'Y
appeared in 1661.

• Much need i for what he means

by i«,,, his not been attended to by
his critics.

• 'What' Second Book t is this 1
Does he refer to the C Second Part '
of the Prinaptl6 J which never ap
peared , God is the culmination of
hi' philosophy. In Sins.

......
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any more than the collection of concrete ideas included in
that thing? Thus the substance of any particular body is
extension, solidity, figure 1. Of general abstract body we
can have no idea.

I. Mem. Most carefully to inculcate and set forth that the
endeavourin, to express abstract philosophic thou~hts by
\yords unavoidably runs a man into difficulties. This to be
done in the Introduction I.

Mem. To endeavour most accurately to understand what
is meant by this axiom: QUIe sibi mutuo congruunt sequalia
sunt.

Qu. what the geometers mean by equality of lines, &
whether, according to their definition of equality, a curve
line can possibly be equal to a right line?

Ifwtb me you call those lines equal we* contain an equal
number of points, then there will be no difficulty. That
curve is equal to a right line web contains the same points
as the right one doth.

M. I take not away substances. I ought not to be accused
of discarding substance out of the reasonable world I.

lonely reject the philosophic sense (weh in effect is no
sense) of the word substance. Ask a man not tainted with
their jargon w' he means by corporeal substance, or the
substance of body. He shall answer, bulk, solidity, and
such like sensible qualitys. These I retain. The philo
sophic nec 9uid, nec quantum, nec quale, whereof I have
no idea, I discard; if a man may be said to discard that
which never had any being, was never so much as imagin'd
or conceiv'd.

M. In short, be not angry. You lose nothing, whether real
or chimerical. W'-ever you can in any wise conceive or
inlagine, be it never so wild, so extravagant, & absurd,
much good olay it do lOU. You may enjoy it for me. I'll
never deprive you of It.

I This is Berkeley'. material and Divine, being essential to their
substance. Individual material realisation for man.
substances are for him, steady ag- I Cf. Introduction to the Pn;'·
gregatesofsense-givcn phenomena, al"., especially sect. IS-gS.
having the dicient and final cause I Stillingfleet charges Locke
of their agsregation in etemally with C discarding substance out of
active Mind-active mind, human the rcuonable part of the world!
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I.

M.
s.

I.

N. B. I am more for reality than any other philosophers '.
They make a thousand doubts, & know not certainly but
we may be deceiv'd. I assert the direct contrary.

A line in the sense of mathematicians is not meer
distance. This evident in that there are curve lines.

Curves perfectly incomprehensible, inexplicable, absurd,
except we allow points.

If Olen look for a thing where it's not to be found, be
they never so sagacious, it is lost labour. If a simple
clumsy man knows where the game lies, he though a fool
shall catch it sooner than the most fleet & dexterous that
seek it elsewhere. Men choose to hunt for truth and know
ledge anywhere rather than in their own understanding,
where 'tis to be found.

All knowledge onely about ideas. Locke, B. 4. c. I.
It seems improper, & liable to difficulties, to make the

word person stand for an idea, or to make ourselves ideas,
or thinking things ideas.

Abstract ideas cause of much trifling and mistake.
Mathematicians seem not to s~eak clearly and coherently

of equality. They nowhere define w' they mean by that
word when apply'd to lines.

Locke says the modes of simple ideas, besides extension
and number, are counted by degrees. I deny there are
any modes or de~ees of simple ideas. What he terms
such are complex Ideas, as I have proved.

W' do the mathematicians mean by considering curves
as polygons? Either they are polygons or they are not.
If they are, why do they give them the name of curves?
Why do not they constantly call them polygons, & treat
them as such? If they are not ~Iygoos, I think it absurd
to use polygons in their stead. W' is this but to pervert

. language? to adapt an idea to a name that belongs not to
it but to a different idea?

The mathematicians should look to their axiom, Quae

I The pbilosopben supposed the
real thinptoexislbehind our ideas,
in concealment: Berkeley was now
beginningto think that the objective
ideas or phenomena presented to

the senses, the existence or which
heeds no proof, were tlrn"SIIw~

the significant and interpretable
realities of ph)·sical science.
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congruunt sunt lequalia. I know not what they mean by
bidding me put one triangle on another. The under
triangle is no triangle-nothing at all, it not being per
ceiv'd. I ask, must sight be Judge of this congruentia
or not? If it must, then all hnes seen under the ~fme

angle are equal, web they will not acknowledge. Must
the touch be judge? But we cannot touch or feel lines
and surfaces, such as triangles, &c., according to the
mathematicians themselves. Much less can we touch a
line or triangle that's cover'd by another line or triangle.

Do you mean by saying one triangle is equall to an
other, that they both take up equal spaces? But then
the question recurs, what mean you by equal spaces?
If you mean spatia congruelltia, answer the above difficulty
truly.

I can mean (for my part) nothing else by equal triangles
than triangles containing equal numbers of points.

I can mean nothing by equal lines but lines web 'tis
indifferent whether of them I take, lines in web I observe
by my senses no difference, & web therefore have the saDIe
name.

Must the imagination be judge in the aforementioned
cases? but then imagination cannot go beyond the touch
and sight. Say }'OU, pure intellect must be judge. I
reply that lines and triangles are not operations of the
mind.

If I speak positively and with the air of a mathematician
in things of which I am certain, 'tis to avoid disputes, to
make men careful to think before they answer, to discuss
my arguments before they go to refute them. I would by
no means injure truth and certainty by an affected modesty
& submission to better judgments. Wt I lay before you
are undoubted theorems; not plausible conjectures of my
own, nor learned opinions of other men. I pretend not
to prove them by fi~res, analogy, or authority. Let them
stand or fall by their own evidence.

N. When you speak of the corpuscularian essences of
bodys, to reflect on sect. II. & 12. b. 4. c. 3. Locke.
Motion supposes not solidity. A meer colour'd extension
may give us the idea of motIon.
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Any. subject can have of each sort of primary qualities
but one particular at once. Lib. 4. c. 3. s. 15. Locke.

M. Well, say you, according to this new doctrine, all is but
meer idea-there is nothing web is not an ens ra/ionis.
I answer, things are as real, and exist in rerun, natura, as
much as ever. The difference between mI;a rea/in & mlia
ralionis may be made as properly now as ever. Do but
think before you speak. Endeavour rightly to comprehend
mJ meaning, and you'll aJree with me in this.

N. Fruitless the. distinction 'twixt real and nominal
essences.

We are not acquainted with the meaning of our words.
Real, extension, existence, power, matter, Jines, infinite,
point, and many more are frequently in our mouths, when
little, clear, and determin'd answers them in our understand
in~. This must be well inculcated.

M. Vain is the distinction 'twixt intellectual and material
world'. V. Locke, lib. 4. c. 3. s. 27, ,,·here he says that is
far more beautiful than this.

s. Foolish in men to despise the senses. If it were not for
Mo. them the mind could have no knowledge, no thought at

all. All··· of introversion, meditation, contemplation,
and spiritual acts, as if these could be exerted before we
had ideas from without by the senses, are manifestly
absurd. 'fhis may be of great use in that it makes
the happyness of the life to come more conceivable and
agreeable to our present nature. 'fhe schoolemen &
refiners in philosophy ga\ye the greatest part of mankind
no more tempting idea of heaven or the joys of the blest.
Th~ vast, wide-spread, universal cause of our mistakes

is, that we do not consider our own notions. I mean
consider them in themseJves--fix, settle, and determine
them,-we regarding them with relation to each other
only. In short, we are much out in study[ing] the re
lations of things before we study them absolutely and
in thenlselves. Thus we study to find out the relations
of figures to one another, the relations also of number,
without endeavouring rightly to understand the nature
of extension and nunl1>er in thcnlsclvcs. 'fhis we think

1 Ie the material world can be lYal only in and through a percipient
intelligence, u the realising factor.
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is of no concern, of no difficulty; but if I mistake not
'tis of the last importance.

Mo. I allow not of the distinction there is made 't\vixt
profit and pleasure.

Mo. ltd never blame a man for acting upon interest. He's
a fool that acts on any other principles. The not considering
these things has been of ill consequence in morality.

My positive assertions are no less modest than those
that are introduced with ' It seems to me,' I I suppose,'
&c.; since I declare, once for all, that all I write or think
is entirely about things as they appear to me. It concerns
no man else any further than his thoughts agree with mine.
'fhis in the Preface.

I. Two things are apt to confound men in their reasonings
one with another. 1St. Words signifying the operations
of the mind are taken from sensible ideas. 2ndly. Words
as used by the vulgar are taken in some latitude, their
signification is confused. Hence if a man use words in a
determined, settled signification I he is at a hazard either
of not being understood, or of speaking improperly. All
this remedyed by studying the understanding.

Unity no simple idea. I have no idea meerly answering
the word one. All number consists in relations l

•

Entia realia et entia rationis, a foolish distinction of the
Schoolemen.

M. We have an intuitive knowledge ofthe existence ofother
P. things besides ourselves & order, pnecedaneous'. To the

knowledge of our own existence-in that we must have
ideas or else we cannot think.

s. .We move our legs ourselves. 'Tis we that will their
movement. Herein I differ from Malbranch ' .

Mo. Mem. Nicely to discuss Lib. 4. c. 4. Locke·.
M. Menl. Again and again to mention & illustrate the

doctrine of the reality of things, rerum natura, &c.
M. Wt I say is demonstration-perfect demonstration.

Wherever men have fix'd & detennintd ideas annexed to
I cr. Priltdpl6•• sect. IS. 119-lga,

which deny the possibilityofan idea
or meatal picture corresponding
to abstract number.

I 'PrRcedaneous,' i.e. precedent.
S Who refunds human as well

as natural causation into Divine

agency.
• la which Locke treats C Of the

Reality of Knowledge,' including
questions apt to lead Berkeley to
inquire,Wbetbcrwecould in reason
suppose realit)' in the absence of
all realising mind.
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their words they can hardly be mistaken. Stick but to my
definition of likeness, and 'tis a demonstration y' colours
are not simple ideas, all reds being like, &c. So also in
other things. This to be heartily insisted on.

F:. 'fhe abstract idea of Being or Existence is never thou,ht
of by the w)gar. They never use those words standing
for abstract ideas. .

M. I must not say the words thing, substance, &c. have
been the cause of mistakes, but the not reflecting on
their meaning. I will be still for retaining the words.
I only desire that men would think before they speak,
and settle the meaning of their words.

Mo. I approve not. of that which Locke says, viz. truth
consists in the joining and separating of signs.

I. Locke cannot explain general tnlth or knowledge with-
out treating of words and propositions. This makes for
me against abstract general Ideas. Vide Locke, lib. 4. ch. 6.

I. Men have been very industrious in travelling forward.
They have gone a great way. But none have gone
backward beyond the Principles. On that side there
lies much terra incognita to be travel'd over and dis
covered by me. A vast field for invention.

Twelve inches not the same idea with a foot. Because
a man may perfectly conceive a Coot who never thought
of an inch.

A foot is equal to or the same with twelve inches in this
respect, viz. they contain both the same number of points.

fForasmuch as] to be used.
Mem. To mention somewhat weh may encourage the

study ofpolitiques, and testify of me y' I am well dispos'd
toward them.

I. If men did not use words for ideas they would never
have thought of abstract ideas. Certainly genera and
species are not abstract general ideas. Abstract ideas
include a contradiction in their nature. Vide Locke1, lib. 4.
C·7. s. 9.

A various or mixt cause must necessarily produce a
various or mixt effect. This demonstrable from the

1 Locke's' abstract idea' is misconceived and caricatured by Berkeley
in hi. impetuosity.
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definition of a cause; which way of demonstrating must
be frequently made use of in my Treatise, & to that end
definitions often prlemis'd. Hence 'tis evident that, ac
cording to Newton's doctrine, colours cannot be simple
ideas.

M. I am the farthest (rom scepticism of any man. I know
with an intuitive knowledge the existence of other things
as well as my own soul. This is wi Locke nor scarce
any other thinking philosopher will pretend to I.

I. Doctrine of abstraction of very evil consequence in all
the sciences. Mem. Barrow's remark. Entirely owing to
language.

Locke greatly out in reckoning the recording our ideas
by words amongst the uses and not the abuses of language.

I. Of great use & ye last importance to contemplate a man
put into the world alone, with admirable abilitys, and see
how after long experience he would know wttiout words.
Such a one would never think of genera and species or
abstract general ideas.

I. Wonderful in Locke that he could, wn advanced in years,
see at all thro' a mist; it had been so long a gathering, &
was consequently thick. This more to be admir'd than yt
he did not see farther.

Identity of ideas may be taken in a double sense, either
as including or excluding identity of circumstances, such
as time, place, &c.

Mo. I am glad the people I converse with are not all richer,
wiser, &c. than I. 'fhis is agreeable to reason; is no sin.
'Tis certain that if the happyness of my acquaintance
encreases, & mine not proportionably, mine must decrease.
The not understanding this & the doctrine about relative
good, discuss'd with French, Madden I, &c., to be noticed
as 2 causes of mistake in judging of moral matters.

Mem. To observe (Wll you talk of the division of ideas,
into simple and complex) that there may.be another cause

I This and other passages refer
to the scepticism, that is founded
on the impossibility of our com
paring our ideas of things with
unperceived real thinp; 10 that we

can Dever escape from the circle of
subjectivity. Berkeley intended to
refute this scepticism.

I Probably Samuel Madden,who
afterwards edited the Qu,nsl.
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II.

I.

E.

s.

s.

S.

of the undefinableness of certain ideas besides that which
Locke gives; viz. the want of names.

Mem. To begin the First Book I not with mention of
sensation and reflection, but instead of sensation to use
perception or thought in general.

I defy any man to im~ne or conceive perception with
out an Idea, or an idea Without perception.

Locke's very supposition that matter & motion should
exist before thought is absurd-includes a manifest con
tradiction.

Locke's harangue about coherent, methodical discourses
amounting to nothing, apply'd to the mathematicians.

They talk of determining all the points of a curve by an
equation. Wt, mean they by this? W' would they signify
~y the word points? Do they stick to the definition of
Euclid?

We think we know not the Soul, because we have no
imaginable or sensible idea annex'd to that sound. This
the effect of prejudice.

Certainly we do not know it. This will be plain if we
examine what we mean by the word knowledge. Neither
doth this argue any defect in our knowledge, no more than
our not knowing a contradiction.

The very existence of ideas constitutes the Soul l
•

Consciousness I, perception, existence of ideas, seem to
be all one.

Consult, ransack yr understanding. W' find you there
besides several perceptions or thoughts? Wt, mean you
by the word Inind? You must mean something that you
perceive, or y' you do not perceive. A thing not perceived
is a contradiction. To mean (a)so) a thing you do not
perceive is a contradiction. We are in all this matter
strangely abused by words.

Mind is a congeries of perceptions f. Take away per-

I This CFirst Book' seems to be
'Part l' or the projected Principle.
-the only Part ever published.
Here he inclines to f perception or
thought in general,' in the langllRgc
oC Descartes; but in the end
he approximates to Locke's •sen
..lion and reOection.' See P,in
ti/JkSI sect. I, and notes.

t Does he mean, like Humeaner
wards, that ideas or phenomena
constitute the ego, so that I am
only the transitory conscious state
of each moment'

, 'Conscioll!llncss'-a term rarely
used by Berkeley or his contempo
raries.

• This too, if strictly interpreted,
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ceptions and you take away the mind. Put the perceptions
and you put the mind.

Say you, the mind is not the perception, not that thing
which perceives. I answer, you are abused by the words
'that a thing! These are vague and empty words with us.

The having ideas is not the same thing with perception.
A man may have ideas when he only imagines. But then
this imagination presupposeth perception.

That web extreamly strengthens us in prejudice is yt we
think we see an empty space, which .1 shall demonstrate
to be false in the Third Book 1.

There may be demonstrations used even in Divinity.
I mean in revealed 'rheology, as contradistinguish'd fronl
natural; for tho' the principles may be founded in faith,
yet this hinders not but that legitimate demonstrations
might be built thereon; provided still that we define the
words we use, and never go beyond our ideas. Hence
'twere no very hard matter for those who hold episcopacy
or monarchy to be established jure Divino to demonstrate
their doctrines if they are true. But to pretend to demon
strate or reason anything about the Trinity is absurd.
Here an implicit faith becomes us.

Qu. if there be any real difference betwixt certain ideas
of reflection & others of sensation, e. g. betwixt perception
and white, black, sweet, &c.? Wherein, I pray you, does
the perception of white differ from white men • • •

I shall demonstrate all my doctrines. The nature of
demonstration to be set forth and insisted on in the In·
troduction I. In that I must needs differ from Locke,
forasmuch as he makes all demonstration to be about
abstract ideas, wch I say we have not nor can have.

The understanding seemeth not to differ from its per
ceptions or ideas. Qu. What must one think of the will
and passions?

A good proof that Existence is nothing without or

looks like an anticipation of
Hume's reduction of the ego into
sltccessive 'impressions'-'nothing
but a bundle or coll~ction of
different perceptions, which Slle·

ceed one anotber witb inconcehp
•

able rapidity, and are in a perpetual

flux and movement.' See Hume's
TrNltiM, Part IV. sect. 6.

I What 'Third Book' is here
projected! Was a 'Third Part' or
the PriHtlpllS then in embryo 1

2 This is scarcely done in th~

, Introduction J to the Principiis.
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distinct from perception, may be drawn from considering
a man put into the world without company'.

E. There was a smell, i.e. there was a smell perceiv'd.
'rhus we see that common speech confirms my doctrine.

T. No broken intervals of death or annihilation. "rhose
intervals are nothing; each person's time being measured
to him by his own ideas.

I. We are frequently puzzl'd and at a loss in obtaining
clear and determin'd meanings of words commonly in usc,
& that because we imagine words stand for abstract
general ideas which are altogether inconceivable.

I. ' A stone is a stone.' This a nonsensical proposition,
and such as the solitary man 1 would never think on. Nor
do I believe he would ever think on this: 'The whole is
equal to its parts,' &c.

E. Let it not be said that I take away existence. I only
declare the meaning of the word, so far as I can COOlpre
hend it.

I. If you take away abstraction, how do men differ fronl
beasts? I answer, by shape, by language. Rather by
degrees of more and less.

W' nleans Locke by inferences in words, consequences
of words, as something different froDI consequences of
ideas? I conceive no such thing.

I. N. B. Much complaint about the imperfection of lan-
guage'.

M. But perhaps some man may say, an inert thoughtless
Substance may exist, though not extended, nloved, &c.,
but with other liroperties whereof we have no idea. But
even this I sha I demonstrate to be impossible, WD I come
to treat more particularly of Existence.

Will not rightly distinguish'd fronl Desire by Locke
it seeming to superadd nothing to the idea of an action,
but the uneasiness for its absence or non-existence.

s. Mem. -To enquire diligently into that strange mistery,

1 Berkeley, as we find in the
Co,nHfo'l}ItIa BooI, is Cond of con
jecturing how a man an alone in the
world, Creed from the abstractions
of IanlUle, would apprehend the

realitiesoCexistence, which he must
then face directly, without tile usc
or abuse of verbal symbols.

I This eN. B. J i. expanded in the
Introduction to the Pri'"'"/Jla.
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viz. How it is that I can cast about, think of this or that
man, place, action, wn nothing appears to introduce thenl
into my thoughts, wll they have no perceivable connexion
with the ideas suggested by my senses at the present?

'Tis not to be inlagin'd w\ a marvellous emptiness &
scarcity of ideas that man shall descry who will lay aside
all use of words in his meditations.

Incongruous in Locke to fancy we want a sense proper
to see substances with.

Locke owns that abstract ideas \vere made in order to
naming.

The common errour of the opticians, that we judge of
distance by angles I, strengthens men in their prejudice
that they see things without and distant from their mind.

I am persuaded, would men but examine w\ they mean
by the word existence, they wou'd agree with me.

c. 20. S. 8. b. 4. of Locke makes for me against the
mathematicians.

The supposition that things are distinct from ideas takes
away all real truth, & consequently brings in a universal
scepticism; since all our knowledge and contenlplation is
confin'd barely to our own ideas t.

Qu. whether the solitary man would not find it necessary
to make use of words to record his ideas, if not in memory
or meditation, yet at least in writing-without which he
could scarce retain his knowledge.

We read in history there was a time when fears and
jealousies, privileges of parliament, malignant party, and
such like expressions of too unlimited and doubtful a mean·
!Jlg, were words of much sway. Also the words Church,
Whig, Tory, &c., contribute very much to faction and dis
pute.

The distinguishing betwixt an idea and perception of the
idea has been one great cause of imagining material sub
stances·.

That God and blessed spirits have Will is a manifest

I cr. Essay 0,. Visio", sect. 4.
I What is immediately realised

in our percipieat experience must
be presumed or trusted in as real,
if we have any hold of reality, or
thc moral right to postulate that

our universe is fundamentally trust
worthy.

• But he distinguishes, in the
PrincipiIS and elsewhere, between
an idea of sense and a percipient
cgo. .
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argument against Locke's proofs that the Will cannot be
conceiv'd, put into action, without a previous uneasiness.

The act of the WilJ, or volition, is not uneasiness, for
that uneasiness Dlay be without volition.

Volition is distinct from the object or idea for the sanle
reason.

Also from uneasiness and idea together.
The understanding not distinct from particular percep·

tions or ideas.
The Will not distinct from particular volitions.
It is not so very evident that an idea, or at least uneasi

ness, may be without all volition or act.
The understanding taken for a faculty is not really dis

tinct from ye will.
'fhis allow'd hereafter.
To ask whether a man can will either side is an absurd

question, for the \vord can presupposes volition.

Anima mundi, substantial form, onlniscient radical heat,
plastic vertue, Hylaschic principle-all these vanish 1.

Newton proves that gravity is proportional to gravity.
I think that's all t.

Qu. whether it be the vis inertile that makes it difficult to
move a stone, or the vis attractivae, or both, or neither?

Mem. To express the doctrines as fully and copiously
and clearly as may be. Also to be full and particular in
answering objections 8,

To say ye Will is a power; [thereforeJ volition is an
act. 'fhis is idem per idem.

W' makes men despise extension, motion, &c., & separ..
ate them from the essence of the soul, is that they ima~ne

them to be distinct from thought, and to exist in unthInk
ing substance.

I They reappear in Sin••
I In one of Berkeley's letten to

.JohnlOn, a quarter of a century
after the CO"''''OIf/JIJI" Booi, when
he was in America, he observes
that C the mechanical philosophers
pretend to demonstrate that matter
is proportional to gravity. But
their argument concludes nothing,

and isa mere circle'-uhe proceeds
to show.

I In the Pn"d/JI-, sect. 1-33. he
seeb to fulfil the expository part
of this intention i in sect. 33-84J

also in the D;"lopa 6drvt", ByltJ&
tlHd PlUloHOfU, he is C particular in
answerinl objection..'
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An extended may have passive modes of thinking good
actions.

'fhere Dlight be idea, there might be uneasiness, there
nlight be the greatest uneasiness wtbout any volition, there-
tore the • • •

ll. Matter once allow'd, I defy any nlan to prove that God
is not Matter I.

s. Man is free. 'rhere is no difficulty in this proposition,
if we but settle the signification of the word free-if we
had an idea annext to the word free, and would but con-
tenlplate that idea. .

s. We are imposed on by the words will, determine, agent,
free, can, &c.

s. Uneasiness precedes not every volition. This evident
by experience.

s. 'frace an infant in the womb. Mark the train & suc
cession of its ideas. Observe how volition comes into the
mind. This may perhaps acquaint you with its nature.

s. Complacency seems rather to deternline, or precede, or
coincide wUa & constitute the essence of volition, than un
easiness.

s. You tell me, according to my doctrine a man is not free.
I answer, tell me wt you mean by the word free, and I
shall resolve you '.

N. Qu. Wt, do men nlean when they talk of one body's
touching another? 1 say you never saw one body touch,
or (rather) 1 say,·1 never saw one body that 1 could say
touch'd this or that other j for that if my optiques were
improv'd, I should see intervalls and other bodies behind
those whcb now seenl to touch.

Mem. Upon all occasions to use the utmost modesty-to
confute the mathematicians wtb the utmost civility & respect,
not to sty!e them Nihilarians, &c.

N.B. To rein in ye satyrical nature.
Blame me not if 1 use my words sometimes in some

latitude. 'Tis wt cannot be helpt. 'Tis the fault of language

I If' Matter is arbitrarily credited a moral and responsible acent, cr.
wida omnipotence. 51·';" sect. "51 aDd note.

I On freedom as implied in
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that you cannot always apprehend the clear and determinate
meaning of my words.

Say you, there might be a thinking Substance-something
unknown-weh perceives, and supports, and ties together
the ideas I. Say I, make it appear there is any need of it
and you shall have it for me. I care not to take away
anrthing I can see the least reason to think should exist.

affirm 'tis manifestly absurd-no excuse in the world
can be given why a man should use a word without an idea t.

Certainly we shall find that wt ever word we make use of
in matter of pure reasoning has, or ought to have, a com
pleat idea t annext to it, i.e. its meaning, or the sense we
tike it in, must be compleatly known.

'Tis demonstrable a man (an never be brought to imag
ine anything should exist whereof he has no idea. Who
ever says he does, banters himself with words.

G. We imagine a great difference & distance in respect of
knowledge, power, &c., betwixt a man & a worm. The
like difference betwixt man and God may be imagin'd; or
infinitely greater' difference.

G. We find in our own minds a great number of different
ideas. We may imagine in God a greater number, i. e.

. that ours in number, or the number of ours, is inconsider
able ill respect thereof: The words difference and number,
old and known, we apply to that weh is unknown. But I
am embrangled t in words-'tis scarce possible it should be
otherwise.

The chief thing I do or pretend to do is onely to remove
the mist or veil of words a. This has occasion'd ignorance
& confusion. This has ruined the schoolmen and mathe
maticians, lawyers and divines.

s. The grand cause of perplexity & darkness in treating of
the Will, is that we imagine it to be an object of thought:
(to speak with the vulgar), we think we may perceive, con
template, and view it like any of our ideas; whereas in

1 Is Dot this one way of express- • 'infinitely greater '-Does in-
iDg the Universal Providence and finily admit of imaginable degrees 1
constant uniting agency of God • cembrangled'-perplexed-in-
in the material world' volved in disputes.

I Here .0'_ seems to beused inits I See Pri",ipk&, Introduction,
widersigDifi~tiOD,including"otitm. sect. a4•

•••UUY: PIlAI.R. L D
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truth 'tis no idea, nor is there any idea of it. 'Tis 1010 ctzlo
different from the understanding, i. e. from all our ideas.
If you say the Will, or rather volition, is something, I
answer, there is an homonymy 1 in the word th""K, wn

aprly'd to ideas and volition and understanding and will.
Al ideas are passive '.

s. Thing & idea are much what words of the same extent
and meaning. Why, therefore, do I not use the word
thing? Ans. Because thing is of greater latitude than idea.
Thing comprehends also volitions or actions. Now these
are no ideas t.

s. There can be perception wtbout volition. Qu. whether
there can be volition without perception?

E. Existence not conceivable without perception or volition
-not distinguish'd therefrom.

T. . N.B. Several distinct ideas can be perceived by sight
and touch at once. Not so by the other senses. 'Tis this
diversity of sensations in other senses chiefly, but some
times in touch and sight (as also diversity of volitions,
whereof there cannot be more than one at once, or rather,
it seems there cannot, fol" of that I doubt), gives liS the
idea of time-or is time itself:

Wt would the solitary man think of number?
s. There are innate ideas, i. e. ideas created with us~.

s. Locke seems to be mistaken WO he says thought is not
essential to the mind •.

S. Certainly the mind always and constantly thinks: and we
know this too. In sleep and trances the mind exists nol
-there is no time, no succession of ideas I.

s. To say the mind exists without thinking is a contra-
diction, nonsense, nothing.

s. Folly to inquire wi. determine~ the Will. Uneasiness, &c.
are ideas, therefore unactive, therefore can do nothing, there
fore cannot determine the WillI.

I , homonymy,' i. e. equivoca
tion.

I Voluntary or responsible acti
vity is Dot an idea or datum of
sense, Dor can it be realised in
sensuous imagination. He uses
C thinl J in the wide meaning which
comprehends persons.

• Is this consistent with other
entries!

4 Essay, Bit. II. ch. i. sect. 9-19
• This is one way of meeting

the difficulty of supposed inter
ruptions or conscious or percipient
activity.

• This seems to imply that volun.
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s. ~ain, W' mean you by determine?
N. For want of rightly understanding time, motion, exis-
T. tence, &c., men are forc'd into such absurd contradictions

as this, viz. light moves 16 diameters of earth in a second
of time.

, Twas the opinion that ideas could exist unperceiv'd, or
before perceptIon, that made men think perception I was
somewhat different from the idea perceived, i. e. yt it was an
idea of reflection; whereas the thing perceiv'd was an idea
of sensation. I sa}, 'twas this made 'em think the under
standing took it In, receiv'd it from without; weh could
never be did not they think it existed without '.

Properly speaking, idea is the picture ofthe imagination's
making. This is ye likeness o~ and refer'd to the real idea,
or (if you will) thing I.

1"0 ask, have we an idea of Will or volition, is nonsense.
An idea can resemble nothing but an ideL

If you ask wt thin, it is that wills, I answer, if you mean
idea by the word thing, or anything like any idea, then I
say, 'tIS no thing at all that wills f. This how extravagant
soever it may seem, yet is a certain troth. We are cheated
by these general terms, thing, is, &c.

Again, if by is you mean is perceived, or does ~rceive,

I say nothing well is perceived or does perceive wdls.
s. The referring ideas to things weh are not ideas, the using

the term I idea ofI,' is one great cause of mistake, as in
other matters, so also in this.

Some words there are web do not stand for ideas, viz.
particles, will, &c. Particles stand for volitions and their
·concomitant ideas.

There seem to be but two colours web are simele ideas,
viz. those exhibited by the most and least refrangIble rays;
rthe othe~]! being the intennediate ones, may be formed
by compoSitIon.

s.

tary action is mysteriously seiC.
crigfnated.

I C perception.' He does not
include the percipient.

I cwithout,' i. e. unreaJised by
any percipienL

• This would make ,(1,. the
term only Cor what is imagined,

as distinguished (rom what is
perceived in sense.

• In a strict use of words, only
jJlrso,,& exercise wi11-not 111;111&.

• AI. we must do in imagination,
which (unlike sense) is representa
tive; for the mental imaces represent
original data of sense-perception.

D2
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s. I have no idea of a volition or act of the mind, neither
has any other intelligence j for that were a contradiction.

N. B. Simple ideas, viz. colours, are not devoid of all
sort of composition, tho' it must be _gran"ted they are not
made up of distinguishable ideas. Yet there is another
sort of composition. Men are wont to call those things
compounded in which we do not actually discover the
component ingredients. Bodies are said to be" compounded
of chymical principles, which, nevertheless, come not into
view till after the dissolution of the bodies-weh were not,
could not, be discerned in the bodies whilst remaining
entire.

All our knowledge is about particular ideas, according
to Locke. .All our sensations are particular ideas, as is
evident. W t use then do we make of abstract general
ideas, since we neither know nor perceive them?

'Tis allow'd that particles stand not for ideas, and yet
they are not said to be empty useless sounds. The
truth really is, they stand for operations of the mind, i. e.
volitions.

Mo. Locke says all our knowledge is about particulars. If
so, pray wt. is the following ratiocination but a jumble of
words? I Omnis homo est animal; omne animal vivit:
ergo omnis homo vivit.' It amounts (if you annex particular
ideas to the words 'animal' and I vivit ') to no more than
this: I Omnis homo est homo; omnis homo est homo:
ergo, omnis homo est homo.' A mere sport and trifling
with sounds.

Mo. We have no ideas ofvertues & vices, no ideas of moral
actions 1. Wherefore it may be question'd whether we are
capable of arriving at demonstration about them " the
morality consisting in the volition chiefly.

Strange it is that men should be at a loss to find their
idea of Existence; since that (if such there be distinct from
perception) it is brought into ttte mind by all the ways of
sensation and reflection', methinks it should be most
familiar to us, and we best acquainted with it.

I Does he Dot allow that we I As Locke says we are.
have ".,";"g, if not ;elMs, when I CExist"," and ""ily are ideas
we use the terms virtue aDd vice that are suggested to the under
and moral action 1 standing by every obje~t without
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E. This I am sure, I have no idea" of Existence " or annext
to the word Existence. And if others have that's nothing
to me ; they can never make me sensible of it; simple
ideas being incommunicable by language.

s. Say you, the unknown substratum of volitions & ideas is
something whereof I have no idea. I ask, Is there any
other being which has or can have an idea of it ? If there
be, then it must be itself an idea j which you will think
absurd.

s. There is somewhat active in most perceptions, i. e. such
as ensue u~on our volitions, such as we can frevent and
stop : e. g. I turn my eyes toward the sun: open them.
All this is active.

s. Things are twofold-active or inactive. The existence
of active things is to act; of inactive to be perceiv'd.

s. Distinct from or without perception there is no volition;
E. therefore neither is there existence without perception.
G. God may comprehend all ideas, even the ideas web are

painfull & unpleasant, without being in any degree pained
thereby'. Thus we ourselves can imagine the pain of
a burn, &c. without any misery or uneasiness at all.

N. Truth, three sorts thereof-natural, mathematical, &
Mo. moral.
Mo. Agreement of relation onely where numbers do obtain:

of co-existence, in nature: of signification, by including, in
morality.

I. Gyant who shakes the mountain that's on him must be
acknowledged. Or rather thus: I am no more to be
reckon'd stronger than Locke than a pigmy should be
reckon'd stronger than a gyant, because he could throw off
the molehill web lay upon him, and the gyant could onely
shake or shove the mountain that oppressed him. This in
the Preface.

I. Promise to extend our knowledge & clear it of those
shamefull contradictions which embarrass it. Something
like this to begin the Introduction in a modest ways.

and every idea within. When
ideas are in our minds, we consider
that tlr.., exist! Locke'. Essay,
Bit. II. ch. 7. sect. 7.

I i.e. of Existence in the abstract
-unperceived and unperceivinc-

realised neither in percipient life
nor in moral action.

t This suggests that God knows
sensible things without being sen
tient of any.

• cr. AiHnpl_, Introd., sect. 1-5.
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I. Whoever shall pretend to censure any part, I desire he
would read out the whole, else he may perhaps not under
stand me. In the Preface or Introduction I.

s. Doctrine of identity best explain'd by taking the Will
for volitions, the Understanding for ideas. The diffi
culty of consciousness of w' are never acted surely solv'd
thereby.

I. I must acknowledge myselfbeholding to the philosophers
who have gone before me. They have given good rules,
though certainly they do not always observe them. Sinl
ilitude of adventurers, who, tho' they attained not the
desired port, they by their wrecks have made known the
rocks and sands, whereby the passage of aftercomers is
made more secure & easy. Preface or Introduction.

Mo. The opinion that men had ideas of moral actions I has
rende~d the demonstrating ethiques very difficult to them.

s. An idea b.eing itself unactive cannot be the resemblance
or image of an active thing.

I. Excuse to be made in the Introduction for using the
word idea, viz. because it has obtain'd. But a caution
must be added.

Scripture and possibility are the onely proofs I with
Malbranch. Add to these what he calls a great propension
to think so: this perhaps may be questioned. .Perhaps
men, if they think before they speak, will not be found so
thoroughly persuaded of the existence of Matter I.

M. On second thoughts I am on t'other extream. I am
certain of that web Malbranch seems to doubt o~ viz. the
existence of bodies 4.

I. Mem. To brin~ the killing blow at the last, e.g. in the
Bee. matter of abstraction to bring Locke's general triangle in

the last '.
I. They give good rules, tho' perhaps they themselves do

not always observe them. They speak much of clear and
distinct ideas, though at the same time they talk of general
abstract ideas, &c. I'll rinstance] in Locke's opinion of
abstraction, he being as clear a writer as I have met with.

ICC. PreCace to Pri"cipl'$; also
to DialoglU&.

I i. e. that ethics was • science
of phenomena or ideas.

• i. e. of the i"tkp."iUIlt existence

oC Matter.
• 'bodies '-i. e. sensible things

-not unrealised Matter.
• cr. Pn°nciplls, Introduction,

sect. 13.
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Such was the candour of this great man that I perswade
myselt were he alive I, 'he would not be offended that
1 differ from him: seeing that even in 80 doing I follow
his advice, viz. to use my own judgement, see with my
own eyes, & not with another's. Introduction.

S. The word thing, as comprising or standing for idea &
volition, usefull; as standing for idea and archetype without
the mind " mischievous and useless.

Mo. To demonstrate morality it seems one need only make
a dictionary of words, and see which included which. At
least, this IS the greatest part and bulk of the work.

Mo. Locke's instances of demonstration in morality are, ac
cording to his own rule, trifling propositions.

P. Qu. How comes it that some ideas are confessedly
s. allow'd by all to be onely in the mind I, and others as

generally taken to be witliout the mind·, i~ according to
you, all are equally and only in the mind? Ans. Because
that in proportion to pleasure or pain ideas are attended
with desire, exertion, and other actIons which include voli
tion. Now volition is by aU granted to be in spirit.

I.· If men would lay aSide words in thinking, 'tis impos
sible they should ever mistake, save only in matters of
fact. I mean it seems impossible they should be posi
tive & secure that al1ythin~ was true web in truth is not
so. Certainly I cannot err In matter of simple perception.
So far as we can in reasoning go without the help ofsigns,
there we have certain knowledge. Indeed, in long deduc
tions made by signs there may be slips of memory.

Mo. From my doctrine there folJows a cure for pride. We
are only to be praised for those things which are our own,
or of our own doing; natural abilitys are not consequences
of our volitions.

M. Mem. Candidly to take notice that Locke holds some
dangerous opinions; such as the infinity and eternity of
Space and the possibility of Matter's thinking I.

I Locke died in October, I?o.f.
I f without the mind,' i. e. ab

stracted from aU active percipient
life.

• e.g. secondary qualities of sen·
sible things, in which pleasure and
pain are prominent.

• e. g. primary qualities, in which
pleasu re and pain are latent.

I See Locke's Essay, Bit. II. chi
13. I ~r, ch. 17. I 4 i also Bk. IV.
ch. 3. , 6; also his controversy
with Bishop StillingOeet regarding
the possibility of Matter thinking.
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Once more I desire my reader may be upon his guard
against the fallacy of words. Let him beware that I do
not impose on him by plausible empty talk, that common
dangerous way of cheating men Into absurditys. Let
him not regard my words any otherwise than as occasions
of bringing into his mind determin'd significations. So
far as they fail of this they are gibberish, jargon, & de
serve not the name of lan~age. I desire & warn him
not to expect to find truth In my book, or anywhere but
in his own mind. Wtever 1 see myself 'tis impossible
I can paint it out in words.

Mo. N.B. To consider well w~ is meant by that web Locke
saith concerning algebra-that it supplys internlediate
ideas. Also to think of a method affording the same
use in morals &c. that this doth in mathematiques.

Mo. Homo is not proved to be vrvens by means of any
intermediate idea. I don't fully agree wtli Locke in w' he
says concerning sagacity in finding out intermediate ideas
in matter capable of demonstration & the use thereof; as
if that were the onely means of improving and enlarging
demonstrative knowledge. .

There is a difference betwixt _power & volition. There
may be volition without power. But there can be no power
without volition. Power implyeth volition, & at the same
time a connotation of the effects folIowing the volition I.

M. We have assuredly an idea of substance. 'Twas absurd
S. of Locke I to think we had a name without a meaning.

This might prove acceptable to the StillingOeetians.
M. The substance of Body we know I. The substance of
s. Spirit we do not know-it not being knowable, it being a

PllruS actus.
Words have ruin'd and overrun all the sciences-law,

physique, chymistry, astrology, &c.
Abstract ideas only to be had amongst the learned.

The vulgar never think they have any such, nor truly do
they find any want of them. Genera & species & abstract
ideas are terms unknown to them.

With Berkeley real space is a finite
creature, dependent for realisation
on living percipient Spirit.

1 But what of the origination of
the volition itaelf r

t Eaay, Bk. I. ch. iv. '18. See
also Locke'a uU,n to Stillingfleet.

• It is, according to. Berkeley,
the steady union or co-existence of
a group of sense-phenomena.
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S. Locke's out '-the case is different. We can have an
idea of body without motion, but not of soul without
thought.

Mo. God ought to be worship'd. This easily demonstrated
when once we ascertain the signification of the words God,
worship, ought. .

s. No perception, according to Locke, is active. There-.
fore no perception (i. e. no idea) can be the image o~ or
like unto, that which is altogether active & not at all passive,
i. e. the Will.

S. I can will the calling to mind something that is past,
tho' at the same time that web I call to mind was not in
my thoughts before that volition of mine, & consequently
I could have had no uneasiness for the want of it.

s. rrhe Will & the Understanding may very well be thought
two distinct beings.

S. Sed quia voluntas raro agit nisi ducente desiderio.
V. Locke, Epistles, p. 4.791 ad Limburgum.

You cannot say the m. t. rminimunl tangibile] is like or
one with the m. v. [minimum visibile], because they be
both minima, just perceiv'd, and next door to nothing.
You may as well say the m. t. is the same with or like
unto a sound, so small that it is scarce perceiv'd.

Extension seems to be a mode of SODle tangible or sen
sible quality according as it is seen or felt.

The spirit-the active thing-that weh is soul, & God
is the Will alone. The ideas are effects-impotent things.

s. The concrete of the will & understanding I Dlight call
mind; not person, lest offence be given. Mem. Carefully
to omit defining of person, or making much mention of it.

You ask, do these volitions make one Will? W' you
ask is meerly about a word-unity being no more t.

N. B. rro use utmost caution not to give the least handle
of offence to the Church or Churchmen.

I ES3ay, Bk. II. cll. i. , 10

\vhere he argues Cor interruptions
oC consciousness. 'Men think not
always.'

I In other ,Yords, the material
world is wholly impotent: all acti
vity in the universe is spiritual.
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Even to speak somewhat favourably of the Schoolmen,
and shew that they who blame them for jargon are not
free of it themselves. Introd.

Locke's great oversight seems to be that he did not
hegin with his third book; at least that he had not some
thought of it at first. Certainly the 2 d & 4th books don't
agree w~ wt he says in ye 3d '.

If Matter' is once allow'd to exist, clippings of weeds and
parings of nails may think, for ought that Locke can teU i
tho' he seems positive of the contrary. .

Since I say men cannot mistake in short reasoning
about things demonstrable, if they lay aside words, it will
be expected this Treatise will contain nothing but w' is
certain & evident demonstration, & in truth I hope you
will find nothing in it but what is such. Certainly I take
it all for such. Introd.

When I say I will reject all propositions wherein I
know not fully and adequately and clearly, so far as know
able, the thing meant thereby, this is not to be extended
to propositions in the Scripture. I speak of matters of
Reason and Philosophy-not Revelation. In this I think
an humble, implicit faith becomes us (when we cannot
comprehend or understand the proposition), such as a
popish peasant gives to propositions he hears at mass in
Latin. This proud men may call blind, popish, implicit,
irrational. For my part I think it is more irrational to
pretend to dispute at, cavil, and ridicule holy mysteries,
I. e. propositions about things that are altogether above
our knowledge, out of our reach. When I shall come to
plenary knowledge of the meaning of any fact, then I shall
yield an explicit belief: Introd.

Complexation of ideas twofold. y. refers to colours
being complex ideas.

Considering length without breadth is considering any
length, be the breadth wi it will.

I may say earth, plants, &c. were created before man
there being other Intelligences to perceive them, before
man was created a.

I On the order of its four
books and the structure of Locke's
EssiIy, see the Prolegomena in my
edition of tbe Essay, pp. liv-lviii.

I i. e. independent Impercepti
ble Matter.

I What of the earliest geological
periods, asks Ueberwegl But
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I.

M. There is a philosopher 1 who says we can get an idea
of substance by no way of sensation or reflection, & seems
to imagine that we want a sense proper for it. Truly if
we had a new sense it could only give us a new idea.
Now I suppose he will not say substance, according to
him, is an idea. For my part, I own I have no idea call
stand for substance in Ilis and the Schoolmen's sense of
that word. But take it in the common vulgar sense, &
then we see and feel substance.

E. N.B. That not common usage, but the Schoolmen coined
the word Existence, supposed to stand for an abstract
general idea.

Writers of Optics mistaken in their principles both in
judging of magnItudes and distances.

'Tis evident yt wn the solitary man should be taught to
speak, the words would give him no other new ideas (save
only the sounds, and complex ideas which, tho' unknown
before, may be signified by language) beside wt he had be
fore. If he had not, could not have, an abstract idea
before, he cannot have it after he is taught to speak.

Mo. 'I-Iomo est homo,' &c. comes at last to Petrus est Petrus,
&c. Now, if these identical propositions are sought after in
the mind, they will not be found. There are no identical
mental propositions. 'Tis all about sounds and terms.

Mo. Hence we see the doctrine of certainty by ideas, and
proving by intermediate ideas, comes to nothing '.

Mo. We may have certainty & knowledge without ideas, i. e.
without other ideas than the words, and their standing for
one idea, i.e. their being to be used indifferently.

Mo. It seems to me that we have no certainty about ideas,
but only about words. 'Tis improper to say, I am certain
I see, I feel, &c. There are no mental propositions

is there greater difficulty in such in
stances than in explaining the exis
tence ofa tableor a house,while one
is merely seeing, without touching'

I Locke explains 'subst.nec' asc.n uncertain supposition of we
know not what.' £&My, Bk. I. ch. 4.
118.

I Locke makes certainty conlist

in the agreement of' our ideas with
the reality of things.' See £&My,
DIc. IV. ch. 4. '18. Here the
sceptical difficulty arises, which
Berkeley meets under his Prin
ciple. If we have no perception
of reality, we cannot compare our
ideas with it, and so cannot have
any criterion of reality.
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I.

I.

P.

fonn'd answering to these words, & in simple perception
'tis allowed by all there is no affirmation. or negation, and
consequently no certainty 1.

Mo. The reason why we can demonstrate so well about signs
is, that they are perfectly arbitrary & in our power-made
at pleasure.

Mo. The obscure ambiguous term relation, which is said to
be the largest field of knowledge, confounds us, deceives us.

Mo. Let any man shew me a demonstration, not verbal, that
does not depend on some false principle j or at best
on some principle of nature, which is ye effect of God's
will, and we know not how soon it may be changed.

Qu. What becomes of the tlternlZ fJen1ates? Ans. They
vanish '.

But, say you, I find it difficult to look beneath the words
and uncover my ideas. Say I, Use will make it easy. In
the sequel ·of my Book the cause of this difficulty shan be
more clearly made out.

I. To view the deformity of error we need onely undress it.
E. I Cogito ergo sum.' Tautology. No mental proposition

answering thereto.
N. Knowledge, or certainty, or perception of agreement of
Mo. ideas-as to identity and diversity, and real existence,

vanisheth; of relation, becometh merely nominal; of
co-existence, remaineth. Locke thought in this latter
our knowledge was little or nothing. Whereas in this
only real knowledge seemeth to be found I.

We must wth the mob ~Iace certainty in the senses t.

'Tis a man's duty, tis the fruit of friendship, to
speak well of his friend. Wonder not therefore that I do
wt I do.

A man of slow parts may overtake truth, &c. Introd.
Even my shortsightedness might perhaps be aiding to me
in this matter-'twill make me bring the object nearer to
my thoughts. A purblind person, &c. Introd.

1 [This seems wrong. Certainty,
real certainty, is of sensible ideas.
I may be certain without aJlirma
lion or negadion.-AuTHOL] This
needs further explanation.

I This entry and tbe preceding
tends to resolvealljudgments which
are Dot what Kant calls analytical

into contingent.
• See ·Locke'. E"a)', DIc. IV.

chI I, .1 3-1, and chI 3· " 1-81•
The stress Berkeley Jays on •co
existence' is significant.

• i. e. we must not doubt the real.
ity of the immediate data of sense
but accept it, a. I the mob J do.
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s.

s.

Locke to Limborch, &c. Talk of jud,eium ,·"telJeclus
preceding the vQlition: I think Judicium includes volition.
I can by no means distinguish these-judicium, inee/leclus,
indifferenlia, uneasiness to many things accompanying or
preceding_every volition, as e. g. the motion of my hand.

s. Qu. \V' mean you by my perceptions, my volitions?
Both all the perceptions I perceive or conceive I, &c. are
mine; all the volitions I am conscious to are mine.

I-Iomo est agens liberum. What mean they by homo
and agms in this place?

E. Will any man say that brutes have ideas of Unity &
Existence? I believe not. Yet if they are suggested by
all the ways of sensation, 'tis strange they should want
them '.

It is a strange thing and deserves our attention, that the
more time and pains men have consum'd in the study of
philosophy, by so much the more they look UpOl1 them
selves to be Ignorant & weak creatures. They discover
flaws and imperfections in their faculties web other men
never spy out. They find themselves under a necessity of
admitting many inconsistent, irreconcilable opinions for
t:rue. There is nothing they touch with their hand, or
behold with their eyes, but has its dark sides much larger
and more numerous than w~ is perceived, & at length turn
scepticks, at least in most things. I .imagine all this pro-
ceeds from, &c. Exord. Introd.·

These men with a supercilious pride disdain the common
single information of sense. They grasp at knowledge
by sheafs & bundles. ('Tis well i~ catching at too much at
once, they hold nothing but emptiness & air.) They in
the depth of their understanding contemplate abstract
ideas.

It seems not improbable that the most comprehensive &
sublime intellects see more m.v.'s at once, i. e. that their
visual systems are the largest.

Words (by them meaning all sorts of signs) are so
necessary that, instead of being (WD duly us'd or in their
own nature) prejudicial to the advancement of knowledge,

I But is imagination different
from actual perception only in
tk~ of reality'

C£ PnHc;pl,s, sect. 13, 19o;

also Locke's Essay, Bk. II. ch. ,.
sect·1·

• Cf. PrincipiIS, Introduction,
sect. I.
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or an hindrance to knowledge, without them there could
in mathematiques themselves be no demonstration.

Mem. To be eternally banishing Metaphisics, &c., and
recalling men to Common Sense 1.

s. We cannot conceive other minds besides our own but
as so many selves. We suppose ourselves affected wtb

such & such thoughts & such and such sensations I.

s. Qu. whether composition of ideas be not that faculty
which chiefly serves to discriminate us from brutes? I
question whether a brute does or can imagine a blue horse
or chimera.

Naturalists do not distinguish betwixt cause and occa
sion. Useful to enquire after co-existing ideas or occa·
sions.

Mo. Morality may be demonstrated as mixt mathematics.
s. Perception is passive, but this not distinct from idea.

Therefore there can be no idea of volition.
Algebraic species or letters are denominations of de

nominations. Therefore Arithmetic to be treated of before
Algebra.

2 crowns are called ten shillings. Hence may appear
the value of numbers.

Complex ideas are the creatures of t~e mind. Hence
may appear the nature of numbers. This to be deeply
discuss'd.

I am better informed & shall know more by telling Ine
there are 10,000 men, than by shewing me them all drawn
up. I shall better be able to judge of the bargain you'd
have me make wD you tell me how much (i. e. the name of
ye) money lies on the table, than by offering and shewing
It without namil!g. I regard not the idea, the looks,
but the names. Hence may appear the nature of numbers.

Children are unacquainted with numbers till they have
made some progress in language. 'fhis could not be if
they were ideas suggested by all the senses.

I Berkeley's aim evidently is to
delivermen from emptyabstractions t

by a return to more reasonably in
terpreted common-sense.

I The sort of ,xtnnal world that

is intelligible to us is that of which
a"ollt" p-rso" is percipient, and
which is 06Jid;w to me, in a perci
pient experience foreign to mine.
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Numbers are nothing but names-never words.
Mem. Im~inary roots-to unravel that mystery.
Ideas of utility are annexed to numbers.
In arithmetical problems men seek not any idea of num

ber. They only seek a denomination. This is all can be
of use to them.

Take away the signs from Arithmetic and Algebra, and
pray w' remains?

These are sciences purely verbal, and entirely useless
but for practice in societies of men. No speculative
knowledge, no comparing of ideas in them I.

Qu. whether Geometry may not properl,Y be reckon'd
amongst the mixt mathematics-Arithmetic & Algebra
being the only abstracted pure, i. e. entirely nominal
Geometry being an application of these to points"?

Mo. Locke of Trifling Propositions. [b. 4. c. 8] Mem.
Well to observe & con over that chapter. .

E. Existence, Extension, &c. are abstract, i. e. no ideas.
They are words, unknown and useless to the wlgar.

Mo. Sensual pleasure is the summu", bonum. This the great
principle of morality. This once rightly understood, all
the doctrines, even the severest of the Gospels, luay clearly
be demonstrated.

Mo. Sensual pleasure, quA pleasure, is good & desirable by
a wise man I. But if it be contemptible, 'tis not qua.
pleasure but quA pain, or cause of pain, or (which is the
same thing) of loss of greater pleasure.

I. Wn I consider, the more objects we see at once the
more distant they are, and that eye which beholds a great
many thinr can see none of them near.

I. By Uka mean any sensible or imaginable thing·.
M. 'fo be sure or certain of wt we do not actually perceive"
s. (I say perceive, not imagine), we must not be altogether

I cr. Berkeley's An·,ltlJlllial and
Mi..lla". MtJlJt~,published
while he was making his entries in
this Com""",jJlMl BooII.

I Minima sensibilia 1
• Pleasures, t}'IUJ pleasures, are

natural causes ofcorrelativedesires,

as pains or une8sinesses are or
correlative aversions. This is im
plied in the very nature or pleasure
and pain.

t Here we have his explanation
or;_.

• Absent things.
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passive j there must be a disposition to act; there must be
assent, web is active. Nay, what do I talk; there Dlust be
actual volition.

What do we demonstrate in Geometry but that lines
are equal or unequal? i. e. may not be called by the same
name l

•

I. I approve of this axiom of the Schoolmen, I Nihil est in
M. intellectu quod non prius fuit in sensu.' I I wish they

had stuck to it. It had never taught them the doctrine
of abstract ideas.

s. •Nihil dat quod non habet,' or, the effect is contained in
G. the cause, is an axiom I do not understand or believe

to be true.

Whoever shall cast his eyes on the writings of old or
new philosophers, and see the noise is made about formal

·and objective Being, Will, &c.
G. Absurd to argue the existence of God from his idea.

We have no idea of God. 'Tis impossible s.
M. Cause of much errour & confusion that men knew not
E. what was meant by Reality 4.

I. Des Cartes, in Med. 2, says the notion of this particular
wax is less clear than that of wax in general; and in the
same Med., a little before, he forbears to consider bodies
in general, because (says he) these general conceptions are
usually confused. ·

M. Des Cartes, in Med. 3, calls himselfa thinking substance,
s. and a stone an extended substance; and adds that they

both agree in this, that they are substances. And in the
next paragraph he calls extension a mode of substance.

'Tis commonly said by the philosophers, that if the soul
of man were self-existent it would have given itself all pos
sible perfection. This I do not understand.

I Here, as elsewhere, he resolves
geometry, as strictly demonstra
ble, into a reasoned system of ana
lytical or verbal propositions.

I Compare this with note S, p.
S4; also with the contrast between
Sense and Reason, in Sins. Is
tbe statemeDt consistent with im.

plied assumptions even in the
Principl,s, apart from which they
could Dot cohere 1

• 'Co have an idltl of God-as
Berkeley uses idea-would imply
that God is an immediately percep
tible.orat least an imaginableobject.

• cr. Prindpll., sect. 8g.
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Mo. Mem. To excite men to the pleasures of the eye & the
ear, which surfeit not, nor bring those evils after them,
as others.

s. We see no variety or difference betwixt volitions, only
between their effects. 'Tis one Will, one Act-distin
Juished by the effects. This Will, this Act, is the Spirit,
I.e. operative principle, soul, &c. No mention of fears and
jealousies, nothing like a party.

M. Locke in his 4Ul Book I, and Des Cartes in Med.6, use
the same argument for the existence of objects, viz. that
sometimes we see, feel, &c. against our will.

s. While I exist or have any idea, I am eternally, con·
stantly willing; my acquiescing in the present state is
willing.

E. The existence of any thing im~inable is nothing differ-
ent from imagination or perception'. Volition or Will,
weh is not im~ginable, regard must not be had to its exist-
ence (1) • • • First Book. .

110. There are four sorts ofpropositions :-'Gold is a metal i'
'Gold is yellow;' 'Gold is fixt;' I Gold is not a stone '-of
which the first, second, and third are only nominal, and
have no mental propositions answering them.

M. Mem. In vJndlcatlon of the senses effectually to confute
what Des Cartes saith in the last par. of the last Med.,
viz. that the senses oftener inform him falsel1 than truely
that sense of pain tells me not my foot is brUised or broken,
but I, having frequently observed these two ideas, viz. of
that peculiar pain and bruised foot go together, do erron
eousl~ take them to be inseparable by a necessity of Nature
-as If Nature were anything but the ordinance of the free
will of God I.

M. Des Cartes owns we know not a substance immediately
5. by jtsel~ but by this alone, that it is the subject of several

acts. Ans. to ~ objection of Hobbs.
s. Hobbs in some degree falls in with Locke, saying

thought is to the mind or himself as dancing to the dancer.
O~~l .

s. Hobbs in his Object. 3 ridicules those expressions of

I Ch. II. I s.
I Why add-' or perception "
J Here we have Berkeley's Ca-
Ba.KELBY: PIlAUa. I.

vourite thought or the diviDe arbi
trariness oC the constitution oC Na·
ture, and of its laws oC change.

E
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the scholastiques-' the will wills,' &c. So does Locke.
I am ofanother mind 1.

S. Des Cartes, in answer to Object. 3 of Hobbs, owns he is
distinct from thought as a thing from its modus or manner.

E. 0einion that existence was distinct from percep~ion' of
5. horrible consequence. It is the foundation of Hobbs's

doctrine, &c.
M. Malbranch in his illustration I differs widely from me.
P. He doubts of the existence of bodies. I doubt not in the
E. least of this.
P. I differ from Cartesians in that I make extension, colour,

&c. to exist really in bodies independent ofour mind I. All
y. carefully and lucidly to be set forth.

M. Not to mention the combinations of powers, but to say the
P. things-the effects themselves-do really exist, even wn not

actuaJly perceived; but still with relation to perception 4.

The great use of the Indian figures above the Roman
shews arithnletic to be about signs, not ideas-or at least
not ideas different from the characters themselves I.

M. Reasoning there may be about things or ideas, or about
N. actions j but demonstration can be only verbal. I ques~

tion, no Dlatter &c.
Quoth Des Cartes, The idea of God is not made by me,

for I can neither add to nor subtract from it. No more
can he add to or take from any other idea, even of his own
making.

The not distinguishing 'twixt Will and ideas is a grand
mistake with Hobbs. He takes those things for nothing
which are not ideas '.

Say you, At this rate all's nothing but idea-mere phan
tasm. I answer, Everything as real as ever. I hope to
call a thing idea makes it not the less real. Truly I should
perhaps have stuck to the word thing, and not mentioned

I This suggests the puzzle, that
the cause of every volition must
be a preceding volition, and so on
ad ;lIji"ilum.

~ Rdlrc}", I. 19.
• i. e. of his own individual mind.
t i. e. to a percipient mind, but

Dot Decessarily to m;", ; for natural

laws are independent or individual
will, altbough the individual partici
pates in perception or the ordered
changes.

I Cf. the ArilltnN/"",.
• i. e. which are not phenomena.

This recognition oforiginative Will
even then distinguished Berkeley.
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G.
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the word idea, were it not for a reason, and I think a good
one too, which I shall give in the Second Book I.

I. Idea is the object of thought. Yt I think on, whatever
s. it be, I can idea. Thousht itsel~ or thinking, is no

idea. 'Tis an act-i.e. volition, i.e. as contradistinguished
to effects-the Will.

I. Locke, in B. 4. c. 5, assigns not the right cause why
Mo. mental propositions are so difficult. It is not because of

complex but because of abstract ideas. ye idea of a horse
is as complex as that of fortitude. Yet in saying the
I horse is white' I fonn a mental proposition With ease.
But when I say I fortitude is a virtue,' I shall find a mental
pr<?position hard, or not at all to be come at.

s. Pure intellect I understand not '.
Locke is in ye right in those things wherein he differs

from ye Cartesians, and they cannot but allow of his
opinions, if they stick to their own principles or causes of
Existence & other abstract ideas.

G. The properties of all things are in God, i. e. there is in
s. the DeIty Understanding as well as Will. He is no blind

agent, and in truth a blind agent is a contradiction '.
I am certain there is a God, tho' I do not perceiv~ Him

-have no intuition of Hi~. This not difficult ifwe rightly
understand w' is meant by certainty.

It seems that the SOliI, taken for the Will, is immortal,
incorruptible.

Qu. whether perception must of necessity precede voli
tion?

s. Error is not in the Understanding, but in the Will.
110. What I understand or perceive, that I understand. There

can be no errour in this.
Mo. Mem. To take notice of Locke's woman afraid of a
N. wettin~J in the Introd., to shew there may be reasoning

about Ideas or things.
M. Say Des Cartes & Malbranch, God hath given us strong

inclinations to think our ideas proceed from bodies, or that
I Is this Part II of the P,.,itci/JUs, which he occasionally seems to

which was lost in Italy 1 rush in the COH,mo"plaa BoolI,
t The thought of articulate w/a· in his repulsion (rom empty ab

I,on, to which real existence must .tractions.
conform, was not then at least in • This is the essence of Berke
Berkeley's mind. Hence the ley's phllosophy-' a blind agent
empiricism and senaationalis. into is. contradiction.'
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bodies do exist. Pray w' mean they by this? Would
they have it that the Ideas of imagination are images of;
and proceed from, £he ideas of sense? This is true, but
cannot be their meaning; for they speak of ideas of sense
as themselves proceeding from, being like unto-I know
not W'I.

M. Cartesius per ideam wIt omne id quod habet esse
5. objectivum in intellectu. V. Tract. de Methodo.

Qu. May there not be an Understanding without a Will ?
Understanding is in some sort an action.
Silly of Hobbs, &c. to speak of the Will as if it were

motion, with which it has no likeness.

Ideas of Sense are the real things or archetypes. Ideas
of imagination, dreams, &c. are copies, images, of these.

My doctrines rightly understood, all that philosophy of
Epicurus, Hobbs, Spinosa, &c., which has been a declared
enemy of religion, comes to the ground.

Hobbs & Spinosa make God extended. Locke also
seems to do the sanle '.

I. Ens, res, aliquid dicuntur termini transcendentales.
E. Spinosa, p. 76, r.rop. 40, Eth. part 2, gives an odd account

of their origina. Also of the original of all universals
Homo, Canis, &c.

Spinosa (vid. Pr2£ Opera Posthum.) will have God to
be •omnium rerum causa immanens,' and to countenance
this produces that of St. Paul, • in Him we live,' &c. Now
this of St. Paul may be explained by my doctrine as well
as Spinosa's, or Locke's, or Hobbs's, or Raphson's I, etc.

The Will is purus actus, or rather pure spirit not imag-

s.
s.

1 This is the basis of Berkeley's
reasoning for the necessarily UH

rlJnWn,laliw character of the ideas
or phenomena that are presented to
our senses. Tiley are the originals.

I Berkeley's horror of abstract
or unperceived space and atoma
is partly explained by dogmas
in natural philosophy tbatare now
aatiquated.

• Ralph (I] RapbSOD, author of
DnHOHslrtII,o • D«J (1710). and

also of D, Spatio R./i, .., 'HI' 111·
jiHilo: toIftImm fHalllmtlllico- ,,"/G

IIIY.;'c"", (1691), to which Berke.
ley refers in one of his letters to
Johnson. See also Green's Pn;'.
apll& ofN.I.,ml Plli/O!JO/MY (1'11:3).
·fhe hnmanencc of omnipolent
goodne. in the Inaterial world
was unconsciously Berkeley's pre
supposition. In God we have our
beinl·
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inable, not sensible, not intelligible, in no wise the object
of the understanding, no wise perceivable.

s. Substance of a spirit is that it acts, causes, wills,
operates, or if you please (to avoid the quibble yt may be
made of the word I it') to act, cause, will, operate. Its
substance is not knowable, not being an idea.

G. Why may we not conceive it possible for God to create
things out of nothing? Certainly we ourselves create in
some wise whenever we imagine.

E. 'Ex nihiJo nihil fit.' This (saith Spinoza, Opera Posth.
N. p. 464) and the like are called fJenlaks ~te",(I, because

'nullam fidem habent extra mentem. J To make this axiom
have a positive signification, one should· express it thus:
Every idea has a cause, i. e. is produced by a Will 1.

P. The philosophers talk much of a distinction 'twixt
absolute & relative things, or 'twixt things considered in
their own nature & the same things considered with respect
to us. I know not wt they mean by •things considered in
themselves.' This is nonsense, jargon.

s. It seems there call be no perception-no idea-without
Will, seeing there are no ideas so indifferent but one had
rather have them than annihilation, or annihilation than
them. Or if there be such an equal balance, there must be
an equal mixture of pleasure and pain to cause it; there
being no ideas perfectly void of all pain " uneasiness, but
w~ are preferable to annihilation.

Recipe in animum tuum, per cogitationem vehementem,
rerum ipsarum, non literarum aut sonorum imagines.
Hobbs against Wallis.

'Tis a perfection we may imagine in superior spirits,
that they can see a great deal at once with the utmost
clearness and distinction; whereas we can only see a
point I.

Mem. W n I treat of mathematiques to enquire into the
controversy'twixt Hobbes and Wallis.

I Note here Berkeley's version
or the causal principle, which is
really the central presupposition
orhis whole philosophy-viz. every

event in the material world
must be the issue of acting Will.

I So Locke on an ideally perCect
memory. Essay, Bk. II. ch. x. , g.
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G. Every sensation of mine, which happens in consequence
of the general known laws of nature, & is from without, i.e.
independent of my will, demonstrates the being of a God,
i. e. of an unextended, incorporeal spirit, which is omni
present, omnipotent, &c.

II. I say not with J. S. [John Sergeantl that we 816 solids.
I reject his •solid phdosophy'-solidity being only per
ceived by touch 1.

s. It seems to me that will and understanding-volitions and
ideas-cannot be separated,. that either cannot be possibly
without the other.

E. SODle ideas or other I must have, so long as I exist or
S. will. But no one idea or sort of ideas being essentials.
M. The distinction between idea and ideatum I cannot

otherwise conceive than by makin, one the effect or
consequence of dream, reverie, imagination-the other of
sense and the constant.laws of nature.

P. Dico quod extensio non concipitur in se et per se, contra
quam dicit Spinoza in Epist. ~ ad Oldenburgium.

G. My definition of the word God I think much clearer than
those of Des Cartes & Spinoza, viz. •Ens summe perfectum
" absolute infinitum,' or I Ens constans infinitis attributis,
quorum unumquodque est infinitum I.'

'Tis chiefly the connexion betwixt tangible and visible
ideas that deceives, and not the visible ideas themselves.

5. But the grand mistake is that we know not what we mean
by I we,' or I selves,' or I mind,' &c. 'Tis most sure &
certain that our ideas are distinct from the mind, i. e. the
Will, the Spirit 4. •

s. I must not mention the understanding as a faculty or

I Jobn Sergeantwas theauthor of
Solid PII;/oso"'~a16rl1dtlgai"sllJl,
Fa"d,so/llI,ltUisls(London,l6g'1)j
also of Till JI.lllod 10 Scim"(l6g6).
He was a deserter from the Church
of England to the Church of Rome,
and wrote several pieces in defence
of Roman theology-some of them

ill controversy with Tillotson.
I Spirit aDd Matter arc mutually

dependent; but Spirit is the real
ising factor and real agent in the
universe.

I See Descartes, Mit/i.lio"., III ;
Spinoza, Episl.II, ad Oldenburgium.

, Cf. Pl1i,tipl,s, sect. 8.
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part of the mind. I must include understanding & will in
the word Spirit-by which I mean all that is active.
I must not say that the understandin~differs not from the
particular ideas, or the will from partIcular volitions.

s. The Spirit, the Mind, is neither a volition nor an idea.
N. I say there are no causes (properly speaking) but spiritual,
s. nothing active but SpiriL Say you, This is only verbal;

'tis only annexing a new sort of signification to the word
cause, & why may not others as well retain the old one,
and call one idea the cause of another which always
follows it? I answer, If you do so I shan drive you
into many absurditys: you cannot avoid running Into
opinions ,0u'l1 be glad to disown, if you stick firmly to that
signification of the word Cause.

Mo. In valuing good we reckon too much on the present &
our own.

Mo. There be two sorts of pleasure. The one is ordained as
a spur or incitement to somewhat else, & has a visible
relation and subordination thereto; the other is not.
Thus the pleasure of eating is of the former sort, of
musick of the later sort. These may be used for recreation,
those not but in order to their end.

Mo. Three sorts of useful knowledge-that of Coexistence, to
N. be treated of in our Principles of Natural Philosophy j that

of Relation, in Mathematiques; that of I)efinition, or in
clusion, or words (which perhaps differs not from that of re- •
lation), in Morality I.

s. Will, understanding, desire, hatred, &c., so far forth as
they are acts or active, differ not. All their difference con
sists in their objects, circumstances, &c.

N. We must carefully distinguish betwixt two sorts of causes
-physical & sriritual.

N. The physica may more properly be called occasions. Yet
(to comply) we may call them causes-but then we must
mean causes yt do nothing.

s. According to Locke, we must be in an eternal uneasiness

I Is •inclusion J here virtually a synonym COf verbal deftnition'
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so long as we live, bating the time of sleep or trance, &c. ;
for he will have even the continuance of an action to be in
his sense an action, & so requires a volition, & this an un
easiness.

I. I must not pretend to promise much of demonstration.
I must cancell all passages that look like that sort of pride,
that raising of expectation in my friend.

I. If this be the case, surely a man had better not philoso-
phize at all: no more than a deformed person ought to
cavil to behold himself by the reflex light of a mirrour.

I. Or thus, like deformed persons who, having beheld
themselves by the reflex light of a mirrour, are displeased
with their diseases.

M. What can an idea be like but another idea? We can
compare it with nothing else-a sound like a sound, a col
our like a colour.

M. Is it not nonsense to say a smell is like a thing which
cannot be smelt, a colour is like a thing wb cannot be seen?

M. Bodies exist without the mind, i. e. are not the mind, but
s. distinct from it. This I allow, the mind being altogether

different therefrom I.

P. Certainly we should not see motion if there was no diver-
sity of colours.

P. Motion is an abstract idea, i. e. there is no such idea that
can be conceived by itself:

I. Contradictions cannot be both true. Men are obliged to
answer objections drawn from consequences. Introd.

s. The Will and Volition are words not used by the vulga.e.
The learned are bantered by their meaning abstract ideas.

Speculative Math. as if a man was all day making hard
knots on purpose to unty them again.

Tho' it might have been otherwise, yet it is convenient
the same thing weh is M.V. should be also M.T., or very
near it.

s. I must not give the soul or mind the scholastique name
•pure act,' but rather pure spirit, or active being.

I See PriIU:;pII., sect. SJ. The uni
verse ofBerkeley consistsofActive
Spirits that perceive and produce
motion in impotent ideas or phe-

nomen., realised in tbe percipient
ezperience or penons. All sup
posed powers io lIatterarere6anded
into Spirit. .
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s. I must not say the Will or Understanding are an one, .
but that they are both abstract ideas, i. e. none at all-they
not being even ral;OIU different from the Spirit, flU' faculties,
or active.

s. Dangerous to make idea & thing terms convertible '.
That were the way to prove spirits are nothing.

Mo. Qu. whether fJeYjlas stands not for an abstract idea?

II. 'Tis plain the moderns must by their own principles own
there are no bodies, i. e. no sort of bodies without the mind,
i. e. unperceived.

s. Qu. whether the Will can be the object of prescience or
G. any knowledge?
P. If there were only one ball in the world, it could not be

moved. There could be no variety of appearance.
According to the doctrine of infinite divisibility, there

must be some smell of a rose, v. g. at an infinite distance
from it.

II. Extension, tho' it exist only in the mind, yet is no pro
perty of the mind. The mind can exist without it, tho' it
cannot without the mind. But in Book I I. I shall at large
shew the difference there is betwixt the Soul and Body or
extended being.

s. 'Tis an absurd question web Locke puts, whether man be
free to will?

Mem. To enquire into the reason of the rule for deter
luining questions in Algebra.

It has already been observed by others that names are
nowhere of more necessary use than in numbering.

M. I will grant you that extension, colour, &c. may be said
P. to be without the mind in a double respect, i. e. as inde

pendent of our will, and as distinct from the mind.
Mo. Certainly it is not impossible but a man may arrive at
N. the knowledge of all real truth as well without as with

signs, had he a memory and imagination most strong and
capacious. Therefore reasoning & science doth not alto
gether depend -upon words or names I.

I When self-conscious agents are
included among 'things.' We can
have no sensuous image, i. e. idea, of
s#n"l, although. he maintains we
can use the word intelligently.

• Berkeley insists that we should
individualise our thinking-' ipsis
consuescere rebus,' as Bacon says.
-to escape the dangers ofartificial
signs. This is the drift of his
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I think not that things fall out of necessity. The con- .
nexion of no two ideas is necessary j 'tis all the result of
freedom, i. e. 'tis all voluntary ,. .

M. If a man with his eyes shut iOlagines to himself the sun
s. & firmament, you will not say he or his "". is the sun. or

is extended, tho' neither sun or firmament be without
mind.

'Tis strange to find philosophers doubting & disputing
whether they have ideas of spiritual things or no. Surely
'tis easy to know. Vide De Vries I, De [deis I""atis, p. 64.

s. De Vries will have it that we know the mind agrees with
things not by idea but sense or conscientiae So will Mal
branch. Tliis a vain distinction.

August 28th, 1708. The Adventure of the [Shirt 1J.

It were to be wished that persons of the greatest birth,
honour, & fortune, would take that care of themselves, by
education, industry, literature, & a love of virtue, to surpass
all other men in knowledge & all other qualifications
necessary for great actions, as far as they do in quality
& titles; that princes out of them might always chose men
fit for an employments and high trusts. Clov. B. 7.

One eternity greater than another of the same kind. .I.
In what sense eternity may be limited.

G. T. Whether succession of ideas in the Divine intellect? J'
T. . Time is the train of ideas succeeding each other. /.

Duration not distin~ish'd from existence.
Succession explain d by before, between, after, & num·

bering. ~
Why time in pain longer than time in pleasure? '" -"
Duration infinitely divisible, time not so.

assault on abstract ideas, and his
repulsion from what is not cODcrete.
He would even dispense with
words in his meditatioDs in case of
being sophisticated by abstractions.

I Nature or the phenomenal
world in short is the revelation of
perfectly reasonable Will.

I Gerard De Vries, the Carte
sian.
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T. The same ft ..w not common to all intelligences. ......."
Time thought infinitelydivisible on account ofits measure.
Extension not infinitely divisible in one s~nse.

Revolutions immediately measure train of ideas, medi-
ately duration. ,.

T. Time a sensation; therefore onely in ye mind. , ..0

Eternity is onely a train of innumerable ideas. Hence ~
the immortality of ys soul easily conceiv'd, or rather the
imnlortality of the person, that of ye soul not being neces-
sary for ought we can see.

Swiftness of ideas comparJd with y~ of motions shews
the wisdom of God.

Wt if succession" of ideas were swifter, w' if slower?
M. fraU of Adam, use of idolatry, use of Epicurism & Hob

bism, dispute about divisibility of matter, &c. expounded by
material substances.

Extension a sensation, therefore not without the mind.
M. In the immaterial hypothesis, the wall is white, fire

hot, &c.
Primary ideas prov'd not to exist in matter; after the

same manner yt secondary ones are prov'd not to exist
therein.

Demonstrations of the infinite divisibility of extension
suppose length without breadth, or invisible length, weh is
absurd.

II. World wUlout thought is nee quid, "eequa"lun" nee quale,
&c.

M. 'Tis wondrous to contemplate ye World empty'd of all
intelligences.

Nothing properly but Persons, i. e. conscious things, do
exist. All other things are not so much existences as
manners of ye existence of persons 1.

Qu. about the soul, or rather person, whether it be not
compleatly known?

Infinite divisibility ofextension does suppose the external
existence of extensiol); but the later is false, ergo ye former
also.

Qu. Blind man made to see, would he know motion at
let sight?

Motion, figur~, and extension perceivable by sight arc

I Are the things of sense only modes ill which percipient persons exist t
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different from those ideas perceived by touch wah goe by
the same name.

Diagonal incommensurable wt.h ye side. Qu.ere how
this can be in my doctrine?

N. Qu. how to reconcile Newton's 2 sorts of motion with
my doctrine?

Terminations of surfaces & lines not imaginable per see
Molyneux's blind man would not know the sphere or

. cube to be bodies or extended at first sight 1.

Extension so far from being incompatible wth, y' 'tis
impossible it should exist without thought.

M. Extension itself or anything extended. cannot think-
s. these being meer ideas or sensations, whose essence we

thoroughly know.
No extension but surface perceivable b)' sight.

M. Wn we imagine 2 bowls v. g. moving In vacuo, 'tis only
conceiving a person affected with these sensations.

M. Extension to exist in a thoughtless thing [or rather in
a thing void of perception-thought seeming to imply
action], is a contradiction.

Qu. if visible motion be proportional to tangible motion?
\~T. In some dreams succession of ideas swifter than at other

times.
M. If a piece of matter have extension, that must be deter-

mined to a particular bigness & figure, but &c.
Nothing wthout corresponds to our primary ideas but

powers. Hence a direct & brief demonstration of an
active powerfull Being, distinct from us, on whom we
deeend.

fhe name of colours actually given to tangible qualities,
by the relation of ye story of the German Count.

Qu. How came visible & tangible qualities by the same
name in all languages?

Qu. Whether Being might not be the substance of the
soul, or (otherwise thus) whether Being, added to y.
faculties, compleat the real essence and adequate definition
of the soul?

N. Qu. Whether, on the supposition of external bodies,
it be possible for us to know that any body is absolutely

I See Locke's &sa)', Bk. II. ch. 9. , 8.
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at rest, since that supposing ideas much slower than at
present, bodies now apparently moving wei then be ap
parently at rest?

M. Qu. What can be like a sensation but a sensation?
Qu. Did ever any man see any other things besides his

own ideas, that he should compare them to these, and make
these like unto them?

T. The age of a fly, for ought that we know, may be as long ~
as yt of a man I.

Visible distance heterogeneous from tangible distance
demonstrated 3 several ways :-

I"'. If a tangible inch be equal or in any other reason to
a visible inch, thence it will follow yt unequals are equals,
weh is absurd: for at what distance would the visible inch
be placed to make it equal to the tangible inch?
~. One made to see that had not yet seen his own

limbs, or any thing he touched, upon sight of i\ foot length
would know it to be a foot length, if tangible foot & visible
foot were the same idea-sed {alsum id, ergo et hoc.

3dl,. From Molyneux's problem, weh otherwise is falsely
solv'd by Locke and him I.

II. Nothing but ideas perceivable I.

A man cannot compare 2 things together without per
ceiving them each. Er~o, he cannot say anything web is
not an idea is like or unlike an idea.

Bodies &c. do exist even WD not perceived-they being
powers in the active being·.

Succession a simple idea, [succession is an abstract, i.e.
an inconceivable idea,] Locke says '.

Visible extension is [proportional to tan_gible extension,
also is] encreattd & dimlnish'd by parts. Hence taken for
the same.

1 Time being relative to the capa
city of the percipient.

, See Locke'. Eun.1, Bk. II. ch.
9- '8.

I To perceive what Is not an idea
(as Berkeley UIeS idea) is to per
ceive what i. not realised, and

therefore not real.
• So thinKS have a flollntial objec

tive existence in the Divine Will.
• W~th Berkeley, change is timel

and time, abstracted from .t
chan,es, is meaningless.
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If extension be without the mind in bodies. Qu. whether
tangible or visible, or both?

Mathematical propositions about extension & motion true
in a double sense.

Extension thought peculiarly inert, because not ac
company'd wtl1 pleasure & pain: hence thought to exist in
matter; as also for that it was conceiv'd common to 2 senses,
[as also the constant perception of 'em].

Blind at lit sight could not tell how near what he saw
was to him, nor even whether it be wthout him or in his
eye I. Qu. Would he not think the later?

Blind at IR& sight could not know yt wt he saw was
extended, until he had seen and touched some one self
same thing-not knowing how ,,,i,,i,,,",,, langibil, would
look in vision. "

M. Mem. That homogeneous particles be brought in to
answer the objection of God's creating sun, plants, &c.
before animals.

In every bodie two infinite series of extension-the one
of tangible, the other of visible.

All things to a blind [man] at first seen in a J?oint.
Ignorance of glasses made men think extension to be in

bodies.
M. Homogeneous portions of matter-useful to contemplate

them.
Extension if in matter changes its relation wth mini","",

fJlsibile, well seems to be fixt. .
Qu. whether m. v. be fix'd?

M. Each [article of matter if extended must be infinitely
extende , or have an infinite series of extension.

M. If the world be granted to consist of Matter, 'tis the mind
gives it beauty and proportion.

W& I have said onely proves there is no proportion
at all times and in all men between a visible & tangible
inch.

Tangible and visible extension heterogeneous, because
they have no common measure; also because their simplest
constituent parts or elements are specifically different, viz.
punctum tJisi!Jile & tangi!J,1e. N. B. The former seems to be
no good reason.

1 Could he mow, by seeing onl" even that he IuItl a body I
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... By immateriality is solvJd the cohesion of bodies, or
N. rather the dispute ceases.

Our idea we can extension neither way capable of infinity,
i. e. neither infinitely small or great.

Greatest possible extension seen under an angle weh will
be Jess than 180 degrees, the legs of web angle proceed
from the ends of the extension.

N. AlJowin~ there be extended, solid, &c. substances without
the mind, tis impossible the nlind should know or perceive
them; the mind, even according to the materialists, per
ceiving onely the impressions made upon its brain, or
rather the ideas attending these impressions I.

Unity ,i, alJstracto not at all divisible, it being as it were
a point, or with Barrow nothing at all; '-n concreto not
divisible ad ;nfinitum, there being no one idea demon
strable ad .."finitum.

... Any subject can have of each sort of primary qualities
but one particular at once. Locke, b. 4. c. 3. S. IS.

Qu. whether we have clear ideas of large numbers them
selves, or onely of their relations?

M. Of solidity see L. b. ~. c. 4. s. I, S, 6. If anyone askw' solidity is, let him put a Oint between his hands and he
will know. Extension of body is continuity of solid, &c. j
extension of space is continuity of unsolid, &c.

Whl may not I say visible extension is a continuity
of visible points, tangible extension is a continuity of
tangible pOints ?

M. Mem. That I take notice that I do not·fan in w~h sceptics,
Fardella " &c., in that I make bodies to exist certainly, web
they doubt of:

M. I am more certain of ye existence & reality of bodies
than Mr. Locke; since he pretends onely to w' he calls
sensitive knowledge·, whereas I think I have demonstrative

I C the Ideas attending these
impressions! i.e. the ideas that
are correlatives 01 the (by us unper
ceived) organic impressions.

I The Italian physical and meta
physical philosopher Fardella (1650
-1718) maintained, by reasonings
akin to those or Malebnmche. that

the existence of the material world
could not be scientifically proved,
and could only be maintained by
faith in authoritative revelation.
See his UH;~ Pltiosopl"'tr Sys
tnlta (1690), and especially his
Logica (1696).

• Locke'. &.sa)', Bk. IV. ch. II.
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knowledge of their existence-by them meaning combina
tions of powers in an unknown substratum 1.

M. Our ideas we call figure &: extension, not images of the
figure and extension of matter; these (if such there be)
bein~ infinitely divisible, those not so.

'TIS impossible a material cube should exist, because
the edges of a cube will appear broad to an acute sense.

Men die, or are in [a] state of annihilation, oft in a day.

s. Powers. Qu. whether more or one onely?

Lengths abstract from breadths are the work of the mind.
Such do intersect in a point at all angles. After the same
way colour is abstract from extension.

Every position alters the line.
Qu. whether ideas of extension are made up of other

ideas, v.g. idea of a foot made up of general ideas of an
inch?

The idea of an inch length not one determin'd idea.
Hence enquire the reason why we are out in judging of
extension by the sight; for which purpose 'tis meet also to
consider the frequent & sudden changes of extension by
position.

No stated ideas of length without a minimum.
M. Material substance banter'd by Locke, b. 2. C. 13. s. 19.
M. In my doctrine all absurdities from infinite space &c.

cease'.
Qu. whether if (speaking grossly) the things we see were

all of them at all times too small to be felt, we should have
confounded tangible & visible extension and figure?

T. Qu. whether if succession of ideas in the Eternal Mind,
a day does not seenl to God a 1000 years, rather than a
1000 years a day?

But one only colour & its degrees.

1 What does he mean by 'un
known substratum J ,

I He geta rid of the infinite in
quantity, because it is incapable of
concretemanifestation to thesenses.
When a phenomenon given in
seose reaches the ",ini",,,,,. un,;-

hil" it reaches what is for us the
margin of realisable existence: it
cannot be infinitely little and still
a pbenomellon: insensible pheno·
mena or sense involve a contradic
tion. And 10 too of the infinitely
large.
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Enquiry about a grand mistake in writers of dioptricks
in assigning the cause of microsco~esmagnifying objects.

Qu. whether a born-blind [man] made to see would at
IIi. give the name of distance to any idea intromitted by
sight i since he would take distance y' that he had per
ceived by Ioucl, to be something existing without his mInd,
but he would certainly think that nothing seen was without
his mind 11

s. Space without any bodies existing in rerun, natura would
not be extended, as not having parts-in that parts are
assigned to it w'h respect to body i from whence also the
notion of distance is taken. Now without either parts or
distance or mind, how can there be Space, or anything
beside one uniform Nothing?

T\l·o demonstrations that blind made to seOe would not
take all things he saw to be without his mind, or not in a
point--thc one fronl nlicroscopic eyes, the other froln not
perceiving distance, i. e. radius of the visual sphere.

M. The trees are in the park, i. e. whether I will or no,
whether I imagine anything about them or 110. Let me
but go thither and open my eyes by day, & I shall not
avoid seeing them.

By extension blind [man] would mean either the per
ception caused in his touch by something he calls extended,
or else the power of raising that perception; web power is
without, in the thing termed extended. Now he could not
know either of these to be in things visible till he had
tryJd.

Geometry seems to have for its object tangible extension,
figures, & motion-and not visible I.

o A man will say a body will seenl as big as before, tho'
the visible idea It yields be less than wt. it was; therefore
the bigness or tangible extension of the body is different
from the visible extension.

Extension or space no simple idea-length, breadth, &
solidity being three several ideas.

I In ahort he would idealise the
visible world but not the tangible
world. In the PriI"i/Jia. Berkele)'
Idealises both.

•••KBLBY: FRASBR. 10

I cr. Essay on Pis;., sect. 149
59,where he concludesthat Cneither
abstract norvisible extension makes
the object or geometry. J

F
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G.

P.

M.

T.

s.

Depth or solidity now perceived by sight I.

Strange impotence of men. Man without God wretch
eder than a stone or tree; he having onely the power to
be miserable by his unperformed wills, these having no
power at all I.

Length perceivable by hearing-length & breadth by
sight-length, breadth, & depth by touch.

Wt. affects us must be a thinking thing, for wt. thinks
not cannot subsist.

Number not in bodies, it being the creature of the mind,
depending entirely on its consideration, & being more or
less as the mind pleases 3.

Mem. Qusere whether extension be equally a sensation
with colour? The mob use not the word extension. ,rris
an abstract term of the Schools.

Round figure a perception or sensation in the mind, but
in the body is a power. L[ocke], b. 2. c.8. s. 8.

Mem. Mark well the later part of the last cited section.
Solids, or any other tangible things, are no otherwise

seen than colours felt by the German Count.
, Of J and I thing' causes of mistake.
'fhe visible point of he who has microscopical eyes will

not be _greater or less than nline.
Qu. Whether the propositions & even axioms ofgeometry

do not divers of thenl suppose the existence of lines &c.
without the mind?

Whether motion be the measure of duration? Locke,
b. 2. c. 14. s. 19 I.

Lines & points conceiv'd as terminations different ideas
from those conceiv'd absolutely.

Every position alters a line.
Blind man at lit. would not take colours to be without

his mind; but colours would seem to be in the same place
with the coloured extension: therefore extension wd not
seenl to be without the mind.

• By the adult, who has learned
to interpret ita visual signs.

, Inasmuch as no physical con
sequencesjoUOfIIthevolition; which
however is still self-orilinated.

I I A succession of ideas I take
to coul..lNt. time, aDd Dot to be
only the seDaible measure thereof,
as Mr. Locke and others think.
(Berkeley'. letter to Johnson.)
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All visible concentric circles whereof the eye is the
centre are absolutely equal.

Infinite number-why absurd-not rightly solv'd by
Locke'.

Qu. how 'tis possible we should see flats or ri~ht lines?
Qu. why the moon appears greatest in the horIzon I ?
Qu. why we see things erect when painted inverted I ?

T. Question put by Mr. Deering touching the thief and
paradise.

II. Matter tho' allowed to exist may be no greater than a
pin's head.

Motion is proportionable to space described in given
time.

Velocity not proportionable to space describ'd in given
time.

II. No active power but the Will: therefore Matter, if it
exists, affects us not t. .

Magnitude when barely taken for the ratio parl;u", exlrn
pnrlr..c:, or rather for co-existence & succession, without
considering the parts co-existing & succeeding, is infinite
ly, or rather indefinitely, or not at all perhaps, divisible,
because it is itself infinite or indefinite. But definite,
determined magnitudes, i.e. lines or surfaces consisting of
points whereby (together wth distance & position) they are
detennin'd, are resoluble into those ~ints.

Again. Magnitude taken for co-exlstence and succession
is not all divisible, but is one simple idea.

Simple ideas include no parts nor relations-hardly sepa
rated and considered in themselves-nor yet rightly singled
by any author. Instance in power, red, extension, &c.

M. Space not imaginable by any idea received from sight-
not imaginable without body moving. Not even then ne
cessarily existing (I speak of infinite space)-for wt the body
has past may be cenceiv'd annihilated.

I cr. EutlY, Bk. II. ch. 16.
sect.8.

t cr. &my 011 YiIioH, sect. 67-
77·

I cr. Essay on VisioN, sect. 88
I~.

t This is or the essence or
Berkeley's philosophy.

I'~
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M. Qu. What can we see beside colours? what can we feel
beside hard, soft, cold, warm, pleasure, pain?

Qu. Why not taste & smell extension?
Qu. Why not tangible & visible extensions thought

heterogeneous extensions, so well as gustable & olefactible
perceptions thought heterogeneous perceptions? or at
least why not as heterogeneous as blue & red?

Moon \VIl horizontal does not appear bigger as to visible
extension than at other times j hence difficulties and dis
putes about things seen under equal angles &c. cease.

All polenl;Q1 alike indifferent. .
A. B. W~ does he mean by his polen/ia ? Is it the will,

desire, person, or all or neither, or sometimes one, some
times t'other?

No agent can be conceiv'd indifferent as to pain or
pleasure.

l¥e do not, properly speaking, in a strict philosophical
sense, make objects more or less pleasant; but the laws of ..
nature do that.

Mo. A finite intelligence might have foreseen 4 thousand
s. years agoe the place and circumstances, even the most

minute & trivial, of my present existence. 'rhis true on
supposition that uneasiness determines the will.

s. Doctrines of liberty, prescience, &c. explained by billiard
balls.

Wt judgement would he make of uppennost and lower
most who had always seen through an Inverting glass ?

All lines subtending the same optic angle congruent (as
is evident by an easy experiment) j therefore they are equal.

We have not pure simple ideas of blue, red, or any other
colour (except perhaps black) because all bodies reflect
heterogeneal light.

Qu. Whether this be true as to sounds (& other sensa·
tions), there being, perhaps, rays of air web will onely
exhibit one particular sound, as rays of light one particular
colour.

Colours not definable, not because theX are pure unmixt
thoughts, but because we cannot easily distinguish &
separate the thoughts they include, or because we want
names for their component ideas.
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s. By Soul is meant onely a complex idea, made up of
existence, willing, & perception in a large sense. There-
fore it is known and it may be defined. "

We cannot possibly conceive any active power but the
Will.

s. In moral matters men think ('tis true) that they are free;
but this freedom is only the freedom of doing as they
please i weh freedom is consecutive to the Will, respecting
only the operative faculties I.

Men impute their actions to themselves because they
will'd them, and that not out of ignorance, but whereas
they have the consequences of them, whether good or bad.

This does not prove men to be indifferent in respect of
desiring.

If anythinr is meant by the potentia of A. B. it must be
desire; but appeal to any man if his desire be indifferent,
or (to speak more to the purpose) whether he himself be
indifferent in respect of wt he desires till after he has
desired it; for as for desire itsel~ or the faculty ofdesiring,
that is indifferent, as a1l other faculties are.

Actions leading to heaven are in my power if I will
them: therefore I will will them.

Qu. concerning the procession of Wills ill infiftl~um.

Herein mathematiques have the advantage over meta
physiques and morality. Their definitions, being of words
not yet known to yalearner, are not disputed; but words in
metaphysiques & morality, being mostly known to all, the
definitions of them may chance to be contraverted.

M. The short jejune way in mathematiques will not do in
metaphysiques & ethiques: for y' about mathematical
propositions men have no prejudices, no anticipated
opinions to be encounter'd i they not having yet thought on
such matters. 'Tis not so in the other 2 mentioned
sciences. A man must (there] not onely demonstrate the
truth, he must also vindicate It against scruples and estab
Iish"ed opinions which contradict it. In short, the dry,
strigose·, rigid way will not suffice. He must be more
ample & copious, else his demonstration, tho' never so
exact, will not go down with nlost.

I But In moral freedom originates (ollod only in their consequences.
in the agent, instead or being' con·. I • Strigose' (strigosus)-Ineagre.
secutive' to his voluntary acts or
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Extension seems to consist in variety of homogeneal
thoughts co-existing without mixture.

Or rather visible extension seems to be the co-existence
of colour in the mind.

s. Enquiring and judging are actions which depend on the
Mo. operative faculties, web depend on the Will, weh is de

termin'd by some uneasiness; ergo &c. Suppose an agent
weh is finite perfectly indifferent, and as to desiring not
determin'd by any prospect or consideration of good, I say,
this agent cannot do an action morally J0od. Hence 'tis
evident the suppositions of A. B. are insignificant.

Extension, motion, time, number are no simple ideas,
but include succession to them, which seems to be a simple
idea.

Mem. To enquire into the angle of contact, & into
fluxions, &c.

'fhe sphere of vision is equal whether I look onely in
my hand or on the open firmament, for lilt, in both cases
the retina is full; 2 d, the radius's of both spheres are
equall or rather nothing at all to the sight; 3d1" equal
numbers of points in one & t'other.

In the Barrovian case purblind would judge aright.
Why the horizontal moon greater?
Why objects seen erect?

N. To what purpose certain figure and texture connected
wth other perceptions?

Men estiolate magnitudes both by angles and distance.
Blind at lit could not know distance i or by pure sight,
abstracting from experience of connexion of sight and
tangible ideas, we can't perceive distance. Therefore by
pure sig~! we cannot perceive or judge of extension.

Qu. Whether it be possible to enlarge our sight or make
liS see at once more, or more points, than we do, by dimin
ishing the pun,lu," v;sibil, below 30"?

I. Speech metaphorical more than we imagine; insensible
s. things, & their modes, circumstances, &c. being exprest for

the most part by words borrow'd from things sensible.
Hence manyfold mistakes.

s. l'lhe grand mistake is that \ve think we have ideas of the
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operations of our minds 1. Certainly this metaphorical
dress is an argument we have not.

Qu. How can our idea of God be complex & com·
pounded, when his essence is simple & uncompounded?
v. Locke, b. 2. c. 23. s. 35 I.

G. The inlpossibiJity of defining or discoursing clearly of
such things proceeds from the fault & scantiness of
language, as much perhaps as from obscurity & confusion
of thought. Hence I may clearly and fully understand my
own soul, extension, &c., and not be able to define them I.

K. The substance fIJOO(} a collection of simple ideas. See
Locke, b. 2. c. 26. s. I.

Mem. concerning strait lines seen to look at them
through an orbicular lattice.

Qu. Whether possible that those visible ideas weh are
now connected with greater tangible extensions could
have been connected with lesser tangible extensions,
there seeming to be no Mcessary connexion between those
thoughts?

Speculums seem to diminish or enlarge objects not by
altering the optique angle, but by altering the apparent
distance.

Hence Qu. if blind would think things diminish'd by
convexes, or enlar,'d by concaves?

P.N. Motion not one Idea. It cannot be perceived at once.
M. Mem. To allow existence to colours in the dark, persons
P. not thinking, &c.-but not an actual existence. 'Tis prudent

to correct men's mistakes without altering their language.
This makes truth glide into their souls insensibly t.

M. Colours in ye dark do exist really, i. e. were there light;
P. or as soon as light comes, we shall see them, provided we

open our eyes i and that whether we will or no.
How the retina is fill'd by a looking-glass?
Convex speculums have the same effect wth concave

glasses.

I As he afterwards expresses it,
we have intelligible ,,01;0'f8, but
not iJ"as-aenslIolls pictnres--of
the states or acts of our minds.

I [. Omnes reaJes rerum propri..
elates continentur in Deo.' What

means Le Clerc Bee. by this t Log.
I. ch. 8.]-AvTHOR, on margin.

:I c Si non rogns intelligo.'
f This way of winning others to

his own opinions is very character
isticofBerkeley. See p. ggand note.
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Qu. Whether concave speculums have the same effect
,yib convex glasses?

The reason why convex speculums diminish & concave
magnify not yet fully assign'd by any writer I know.

Qu. Why not objects seen confils'd when that they seenl
inverted through a convex lens?

Qu. How to Dlake a glass or speculum which shall
magnify or diminish by altering the distance without
altering the angle?

No identity (other than perfect likeness) in any indi.
viduals besides persons '.

N. As well make tastes, smells, fear, shame, wit, virtue, vice,
& all thoughts move wt.h local motion as immaterial spirit.

On account of my doctrine, the identity of finite sub
stances must consist in something else than continued
existence, or relation to determined time & place of begin
ning to exist-the existence of our thoughts (which being
combined make all substances) being frequently interrupted,
& they having divers beginnings & endings 1.

s. Qu. Whether identity of person consists not in the
Will?'

No necessary eonnexioll between great or little optiquc
angles and great or little extension.

Distance is not perceived: optique angles are not per
ceived. How then is exlension perceiv'd by sight?

Apparent magnitude of a line is not simply as the optique
angle, but directly as the optique angle, & reciprocally as
the confusion, &c. (i.e. the other sensations, or want of sen
sation, that attend near vision). Hence great mistakes in
assigning the magnifying power of glasses. Vide Moly
[neuxJ, p. 182.

Glasses or speculums may perhaps magnify or lessen
without altering the optique angle, but to no purpose.

Qu. Whether purblind would think objects so much
diminished by a convex speculum as another?

Qu. Wherein consists identit.r of person '? Not in
actual consciousness; for then I nl not the same person
I was this day twelvemonth but while I think of wt I then

I See T"ird DitJ/Ogul, on sam,- persons, which it puzzles him to",ss in thinp and strn,n"ss in reconcile with bis New Principles.
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did. Not in potential; for then all persons may be the
same, for ought we know.

Mem. Story of Mr. Deering's aunt.
Two sorts of potential consciousness -natural 11- prEter

natural. In the last § but Olle, I mean the latter.

If by magnitude be meant the proportion anything bears
to a determined tangible extension, as inch, foot, &c., this,
'tis plain, cannot be proeerly & per se perceived by sight;
& as for determin'd visible inches, feet, &c., there can be
no such thing obtain'd by the meer act of seeing-abstract
ed from experience, &c.

The ,reatnessper se perceivable by the sight is onely the
proportIon any vl~ible appearance bears to the others seen
at the same time; or (which is the same thing) the propor
tion of any particular part of the visual orb to the whole.
But mark that we perceive not it is an orb, any more than
a plain, but by reasoning.

This is all the greatness the pictures have per st.
Hereby meere seein~cannot at all judge of the extension

of any object, it not avaIling to know the object makes such
a part of a sphrerical surface except we also know the
greatness of the sphErical surface; for a point may subtend
the same angle wth a mile, & so create as great an image in
the retina, i. e. take up as much of the orb.

Men judge of magnitude by faintness and vigorousness,
by distinctness and confusion, with some other circumstan
ces, by great & little angles.

Hence 'tis plain the ideas of sight which are now connec
ted with greatness might have been connected wtb small
ness, and vice versA: there being no necessary reason why
great angles, faintness, and distinctness without straining,
should stand for great extension, any more than a great
angle, vigorousness, and confusion I.

My end is not to deliver metaphysiques altogether in a
general scholastic wal, but in some measure to accommo
date them to the SCiences, and shew how they may be
useful in optiques, geometry, &c. I

Qu. Whether per se proportion of visible magnitudes be
perceivable by sight? ThiS is put on account of distinct
ness and confusedness, the act of perception seeming to be

I Cf. Esu.1 on Y'isiMl, sect. sa-61• I cr. P""";pIIS, sect. 101-IS4.
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as great in viewing any point of the visual orb distinctly,
as in viewing the whole confusedly.

Mem. To correct my language & make it as philoso
phically nice as possible-to avoid giving handle.

If men could without straining alter the convexity of
their crystallines, they might magnify or diminish the
apparent diameters of objects, the same optic angle remain
ing.

The bigness in one sense of the pictures in the fund is
not determin'd; for the nearer a man views them, the
images of them (as well as other objects) will take up the
greater room in the fund of his eye.

Mem. Introduction to contain the design of the whole,
the nature and manner of demonstrating, &c.

Two sorts of bigness accurately to be distinguished, they
beingperfectlyand 1010 cQ!/odifferent-the one the proportion
that anyone appearance has to the sum of appearances per
ceived at the same time wth it, web is proportional to angles,
or, if a surface, to segments of sphserlcal surfaces i-the
other is tangible bigness.

Qu. wt would happen if the sphrerre of the retina were
enlarged or diminish'd ?

We think by the meer act of vision we perceive distance
from us, yet we do not; also that we perceive solids, yet
we do not; also the inequality of things seen under the
same angle, yet we do not.

Why may I not add, We think we see extension by meer
vision? Yet we do not.

Extension seems to be perceived by the eye, as thought
by the ear.

As long as the same angle determines the ",in,illuI"
v;si!Ji!e to two persons, no different conformation of the eye
can make a different appearance of magnitude in the same
thing. But, it being possible to try the angle, we may cere
tainly know whether the same thing appears differently
big to two persons on account of their eyes.

If a man could see" objects would appear larger to him
than to another; hence there is another sort of purely
visible magnitude beside the proportion any appearance
bears to the visual sphere, viz. its proportion to the M. V.

Were there but one and the same language in the world,
and did children speak it naturally as soon as born, and
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were it not in the power of men to conceal their thoughts
or deceive others, but that there were an inseearable
connexion between words & thoughts, so yt jJoSlIo "''0,
po,,,~uralterum by the laws of nature; Qu. would not men
think they heard thoughts as much as that they see exten-
sion I?

All our ideas are adEquate: our knowledge of the laws
of nature is not perfect & adEquate '.

M. Men are in the right in judging their simple ideas to be
P. in the things themselves. Certainly heat & colour is as

much without the mind as figure, motion, time, &c.

We know many things web we want words to express.
Great things discoverable upon this principle. For want of
considerin~web divers men have run into sundry mistakes,
endeavounng to set forth their knowledge by sounds; web
foundering them, they thought the defect was in their
knowledge, while in truth it was in their language.

Qu. Whether the sensations of sight arising from a
man's head be liker the sensations of touch proceeding
from thence or from his legs?

Or, Is it onely the constant & long association of ideas
entirely different that makes me judge them the same?

W' I see is onely variety of colours & light. W' I feel
is hard or soft, hot or cold, rough or smooth, &c. Wt.
resemblance have these thoughts with those?

A picture painted wth great variety of colours affects the
touch in one uniform manner. I cannot therefore conclude
that because I see 2, I shall feel 2; because I see angles or
inequalities, I shall feel angles or inequalities. How there
fore can I-before experiehce teaches me-know that the
visible leggs are (because 2) connected w\h the tangible
ones, or the visible head (because one) connected wtli the
tangible head S ?

I , distance '-on opposite page
in the MS. cr. EtIMy OM Yisioll,
sect. 140.

I Direct perception of pheno
mena is adequate to the perceived

phenomena; indirect or scienti6c
perception is inadequate, ICR\'ing
room Cor Caith and trust.

s cr. &scIyon Visio", sect. 107-8.
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M. All things by us conceivable are
1St, thoughts;
2ndly, powers to receive thoughts;
3rdly, powers to cause thoughts;

neither of all web can possibly exist in an inert, senseless
thing.

An object wUlout a glass may be seen under as great an
angle as·wth a glass. A glass therefore does not magnify
the appearance by the angle.

s. Absurd that men should know the soul by idea-ideas
being inert, thoughtless. Hence Malbranch confuted 1.

I saw gladness in his looks. I saw shame in his face.
So I see figure or distance.

Qu. Why things seen confusedly thro· a convex glass are
not magnify'd?

Tho' we should judge the horizontal moon. to be more
distant, why should we therefore judge her to be greater?
What connexion betwixt the same angle, further distant,
and greaterness?

N. My doctrine affects the essences of the Corpuscularians.
Perfect circles, &c. exist not without (for none can so

exist, whether perfect or no), but in the mind.
Lines thought divisible ad i"fin,~um, because they are

suppos'd to exist without. Also because they are thought
the same when view'd by the naked eye, & wn view'd thro'
m~gnifying glasses.

They who knew not jlasses had not so fair a pretence
for the divisibility ad infinitum.

No idea of circle, &c. in abstract.
Metaphysiques as capable of certainty as ethiques, but

not so capable to be demonstrated in a "geometrical way ;
because men see clearer & have not so many prejudices in
ethiques.

Visible ideas come into the mind very distinct. So do
tangible ideas. Hence extension seen & felt. Sounds,
tastes, &c. are more blended.

Qu. Why not extension introDlitted by the taste in con
junction with the smell-seeing tastes & smells are very
distinct ideas?

I The Divine Ideas or Malebranche and the sensuous ideas or Berkeley
differ.
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Blew and yellow particles mixt, while they exhibit an
uniform green, their extension is not percelv'd; but as
soon as they exhibit distinct sensations of blew and yellow,
then their extension is perceiv'd.

Distinct perception of visible ideas not so perfect as of
tangible-tangible ideas bein~ many at once equally vivid.
Hence hete~~geneousextension.

Object. Why a mist increases not the apparent magni
tude of an object, in proportion to the faintness 1 ?

Mem. To enquire touching the squaring of the circle, &c.
That weh seems smooth & round to the touch may to

sight seem quite otherwise. Hence no necessary con
nexion betwixt visible ideas and tangible ones.

In geometry it is not prov'd that an inch is divisible ad
·;ifinitum.

Geometry not conversant about our compleat deterluined
ideas of figures, for these are not divisible ad ;"ji,,,1u,,,.

Particular circles may be squar'd, for the circumference
being given a diameter may be found betwixt web & the
true there is not any perceivable difference. Therefore
there is no difference-extension being a perception; & a
perce~tion not perceiv d is contradiction, nonsense, nothing.
In vaIn to alledge the difference may be seen by magnify·
lng-glasses, for in yt case there is ('tis true) a difference
perceiv'd, but not between the same ideas, but others much
greater, entirely different therefrom '.

Any visible circle possibly perceivable of any man may
be squar'd, by the common way. most accurately; or even
perceivable by any other being, see he never so acute, i. e.
never so small an arch of a circle; this being wt makes
the distinction between acute & dull sight, and not the
m. v., as men are perhaps apt to think.

The same is true of any tangible circle. Therefore
further enquiry of accuracy in squaring or other curves is
perfectly needless, & time thrown away.

Mem. To press w' last precedes more homely, & so
think on't aJaln. .

A meer hoe or distance is not made up of points, does

I cr. Essay 0,. ViaiOH, sect. 71. chapters seem to have been in
I cr. Malebnncbe, RICII_rdt" Berkeley's mind.

Bit. I. c. 6. That aDd the following
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not exist, cannot be imagin·d, or have an idea framed
t~ereot-no more than meer colour without extension 1.

Mem. A great difference between considm'ng length
wtbout breadth, & having an idea o~ or i",agin;ng, length
without breadth '.

Malbranch out touching the crystallines diminishing,
L.I.C.6.

·Tis possible (& perhaps not very improbable, that is, is
sometimes so) we may have the greatest pictures from the
least objects. Therefore no necessary connexion betwixt
visible & tangible ideas. These ideas, viz. great relation
to sp}uzra visual,s, or to the m. v. (weh is all that I would
have meant by having a greater ~icture) & faintness, might
possibly have stood for or signlfy'd small tangible exten
sions. Certainly the greater relation to s. v. and m. v.
does frequently, in that men view little objects near the
eye.

Malbranch out in asserting we cannot possibly know
whether there are 2 men in the world that see a thing of
the same bigness. V. L. I. C. 6.

Diagonal of particular square commensurable \ytb its
side, they both containing a certain number of m. v.

I do not think that surfaces consist of Hnes, i. e. meer
distances. Hence perhaps may be solid that sophism web
would prove the oblique line equal to the perpendicular
between 2 parallels.

Suppose an inch represent a mile. Tlrblr of an inch is
nothing, but Ycl1S'fJ of ye mile represented is something:
therefore ~1r of an inch, tho' nothing, is not to be
neglected, because it represents something, i. e. 'In\1r of
a mile.

Particular determin'd lines are not divisible ad injinilullI,
but lines as us'd by geometers are so, they not being deter
min'd to any particular finite number of points. Yet a
geometer (he knows not why) will very readily say he can
demonstrate an inch line is divisible ail infin'1um.

A body moving in the optique axis not perceiv'd to move
by sight merely, and without experience. There is ('tis

I He here assumes that exlension
(visible) is implied iD the yisible
idea we call colour.

I This strikiDgly illustrates Ber-

keley's use of Cidea,' aad what be
intends when be argues agajasl
, abstract' ideas.
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true) a successive change of ideas,-it seems less and less.
But, besides this, there is no visible change of place.

Mem. To enquire most diligently concerning the incom
mensurability of diagonale & side-whether it does not go
on the supposition of units being divisible ad ""fi"ilum, i. e.
of the extended thing spoken of being divisible ad i"finitum
(unit being nothing; also v. Barrow, Lect. Geom.), & so
the infinite indivisibility deduced therefrom is a pel,~;o
pn-najni-?

The diagonal is commensurable with the side.
M. From Malbranch, Locke, & my first arguings it can't be
P. prov'd that extension is not in matter. From Locke's

arguings it can't be proved that colours are not in bodies.

Mem. That I was distrustful at 8 years old; and conse
quently by nature disposed for these new doctrines I.

Qu. How can a line consisting of an unequal number of
points be divisible [ad ;''.fin;I"'',l in two equals?

Mem. To discuss copiously how & why we do not see
the pictures.

M. Allowing extensions to exist in matter, we cannot know
P. even their proportions-contrary to Malbranch.

M. I wonder how men cannot see a truth so obvious, as
that extension cannot exist without a thinking substance.

M. Species of all sensible things made by the mind. This
prov'd either by lurning men's eyes into magnifyers or
diminishers.

yr m. v. is, suppose, less than mine_ Let a 3rd person
have perfect ideas of both our m. VI. IIis idea of my m. v.
contains his idea of yours, & somewhat more. Therefore
'tis made up of parts: therefore his idea of my m. v. is not
perfect or just, which diverts the hypothesis.

Qu. Whether a m. v. or t. be extended?
Menl. The strange errours men run into about the pic·

tures. We think them small because should a man be
suppos·d to see them their pictures would take up but little
room in the fund of his eye.

I Au interesting autobiographical facL From childhood he was iadis
poeed to take thiDp on trust.
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It seems all lines can't be bisected in 2 equal! parts.
Mem. To exaoline how the geometers prove the contrary.

'Tis impossible there should be a m. v. less than mine.
If there be, mine may become equal to it (because they are
homogeneous) by detraction of some part or parts. But it
consists not of parts, ergo &c.

. Suppose inverting perspectives bound to ye eyes of a
child, & continu'd to the years of manhood-when he looks
up, or turns up his head, he shall behold wt we call under.
Qu. What would he think of up and dow" 1 ?

M. I wonder not at my sagacity in discovering the obvious
tho' amazing truth. I rather wonder at my stupid inadver
tency in not finding it out before-'tis no witchcraft to see.

M. Our simple ideas are so many simple thoughts or per-
ceptions; a perception cannot exist without a thing to
perceive it, or any longer than it is perceiv'd; a thought
cannot be in an unthinking thing; one uniform simple
thought can be like to nothing but another uniform simple
thought. Complex thoughts or ideas are onely an assem
blage of simple ideas, and can be the image of nothing, or
like unto nothing, but another assemblage ofsimpleideas, &c.

M. The Cartesian opinion of light & colours &c. is orthodox
enou~h even in their eyes who think the Scripture ex
preSSlon may favour the common opinion. Why may not
mine also? But there is nothing in Scripture that can
possibly be wrested to make against me, but, perhaps,
many things for me.

M. Bodies &c. do exist whether we think of 'em or no, they
being taken in a twofold sense-

I. Collections of thoughts.
2. Collections of powers to cause those thoughts.

These later exist; tho' perhaps a parte rei it may be one
simple perfect power.

Qu. whether the extension of a plain, look'd at straight
and slantingly, survey'd minutely & distinctly, or in the bulk
and confusedly at once, be the same? N.B. The plain is
suppos'd to keep the same distance.

1 Essay on Visio", Beet. 88-119.
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The ideas we have by a successive, curious inspection of
ye minute parts of a plain do not seem to make up the ex
tension of that plain view'd & consider'd all together.

Ignorance in some sort requisite in ye person that should
disown the Principle.

Thoufhts do most properly signify, or are mostly taken
for the Interior operations of the mind, wherein the mind
is active. Those y' obey not the acts of volition, and in
web the mind is passive, are more properly call'd sensations
or perceptions. But y. is all a case of words.

Extension being the collection or distinct co-existence of
minimums, i.e. of perceptions intromitted by sight or touch,
it cannot be conceiyd without a perceiving substance.

P. Malbranch does not prove that the figures & extensions
exist not when they are not perceiv'd. Consequently he
does not prove, nor can it be prov'd on his principles, that
the sorts are the work of the mind, and onely in the mind.

M. The great argument to prove that extension cannot be in
P. an unthinking substance is, that it cannot be conceiv'd

distinct from or without all tangible or visible qualit,Y.
M. Tho' matter be extended w&h an indefinite extensIon, yet

the mind makes the sorts. 'fhey were not before the mmd
perceivi!1g them, & even now they are not without the
mind. Houses, trees, &c., tho' indefinitely extended matter
do exist, are not without the mind.

M. The great danJer of making extension exist without the
mind is, that if It does it must be acknowledg'd infinite,
immutable, eternal, &c. ;-weh will be to make either God
extended (web I think dangerous), or an eternal, immutable,
infinite, increate BeinJ beside God.

I. Finiteness of our minds no excuse for the geometers.

M. The Principle easily proved by plenty of arguments ad
a6surdum.

The twofold signification of Bodies, viz.
I. Combinations of thoughts 1 ;

2. Combinations of powers to raise thoughts I.

• 'thoughts,' i. e. ideas or sense ,
a.uuy: raASBR. °1. G
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'These, I say, in conjunction with homogeneous particles,
may solve Dluch better the objections from the creation
than the supposition that Matter does exist. Upon wt"h
supposition I think they cannot be solv'd.

Bodies taken for powers do exist w.. not perceiv'd; but
this existence is not actual I. W" I say a power exists, no
more is meant than that if in the light I open my eyes, and
look that way, I shall see it, i.e. the body, &c.

Qu. whether blind before sight Dlay not have an idea of
light and colours & visible extension, after the same man
ner as we perceive them w~ eyes shut, or in the dark-not
imagining, but seeing after a sort?

Visible extension cannot be conceiv'd added to tangible
extension. Visible and tangible points can't make one sum.
Therefore these extensions are heterogeneous.

A probable method propos'd whereby one may judge
whether in near vision there is a greater distance between
the crystalline & fund than usual, or whether the crystalline
be onely render'd more convex. If the former, then the
v. s. is enlarg'd, & the m. v. corresponds to less than 30", or
w~ever it us'd to correspond to.

Stated measures, inches, feet, &c., are tangible not
visible extensions.

Locke, More, R.aphson, &c. seem to make God extended.
'Tis nevertheless of great use to religion to take extension
out of our idea of God, & p~t a power in its place. It
seems dangerous to suppose extension, web is manifestly
inert, in God.

But, say you, The thought or perception 1 call extension
is not itself in an unthinking thing or Matter-but it is like
something weh is in Matter. Well, say I, Do you appre
hend or conceive w~ you say extension is like unto, or do
you not? If the later, how know you they are alike?
I-Iow can you compare any things besides your own ideas?
If the former, it must be an idea, i. e. perception, thought,

1 This, in a emde way, is the
distinction or a.a,", and ~"ln.'G.
It helps to explain Berkeley's
meaning, when he occasionally

speaks or the ideas or phenomena
that appear in the sense experience
ordifferent persons as ir they were
absolutely independent entities.
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or sensation-web to be in an unperceiving thing is a con
tradiction '.

I abstain from all flourish & powers of words & figures,
using a great plainness & simplicity of simile, having oft
founa it difficult to understand those that use the lofty &
Platonic, or subtil & scholastique strain '.

Whatsoever has any of our ideas in it must perceive; it
being that very having, that passive recognition of ideas,
that denominates the mind perceiving-that being the very
essence of perception, or that wherein perception consists.

The faintness well alters the appearance of the horizontal
moon, rather proceeds from the quantity or grossness of
the intermediate atmosphere, than from any change of
distance, well is perhaps not considerable enough to be a
total cause, but may be a partial of the phenomenon. N.B.
The visual angle is less in cause the horizon.

We judge of the distance of bodies, as by other things,
so also by the situation of their pictures in the eye, or (Web
is the same thing) according as they appear higher or lower.
"fhose weh seem higher are farther oft:

Qu. why we see objects greater in ~ dark? whether
this can be solv'd by any but my Principles?

The reverse ofye Principle introduced scepticism.
N.B. On my Principles there is a reality: there are

things: there is a rerum natura.

Mem. The surds, doubling the cube, &c.
We think that if just made to see we should judge of the

distance & magnitude of things as we do now; but this is
false. So also wt we think so positively of the situation of
objects. .

Hays's, Keill's I, &c. method of proving the infinitesimals
of the 3d order absurd, & perfectly contradictions.

I To be Cin an unperceiving
thing: i.e. to be real, yet unper
ceived. Whatever is perceived is,
because realised only through a
percipient act, an itl.-in Berke..
ley'. use of the word.

a This as to the C Platonic stnin '

is not in the tone of Sins.
I John Keill (1671-17~I), an em.

inent mathematician, educated at
the University of Edinburgh; in
1110 Savilian Professor of Astro
nomy at Oxford, and the first to
teach tbe Newtonian philosophy in

G2
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Angles of contact, & verily all angles comprehended by
a right line & a curve, cannot be measur'd, the arches
intercepted not being similar.

The danger of expounding the H. Trinity by extension.

M. Qu. Why should the magnitude seen at a near distance
P. be deem'd the true one rather than that seen at a farther

distance? Why should the sun be thought many 1000
miles rather than one foot in diameter-both being equally
apparent diameters? Certainly men judg'd of the sun not
in himsel~ but wUl relation to themselves.

M. 4 Principles whereby to answer objections, viz.
I. Bodies do really exist, tho' not perceiv'd by us.
2. There is a law or course of nature.
3. Language & knowledge are all about ideas; words

stand for nothing else.
4. Nothing can be a proof against one side of a con

tradiction that bears equally hard upon the other I.

What shall I say? Dare I pronounce the admired
dJeplfJlUJ. mathematica, that darling of the age, a trifle?

Most certainly no finite extension divisible ad infin,lu,n.
M. Difficulties about concentric circles.
N. Mem. To examine & accurately discuss the scholium of

the 8th definition of Mr. Newton's I Principia.
Ridiculous in the mathematicians to despise Sense.
Qu. Is it not impossible there should be abstract general

ideas?
All ideas come from without. They are all particular.

The mind, 'tis true, can consider one thing wthout another;
but then, considered asunder, they make not 2 ideas.
Both together can make but one, as for instance colour &
visible extension '.

that University. In 1708 be was
engaged in a controversy in BUP
port of Newton's claims to the
discovery of the method of flux
ions.

I This suggests a negative arp
ment Cor Kut'. antinomies, and

for Hamilton's law of the con·
ditioned. .

S Newton became Sir I_c on
April 16, 1705. Was this written
before that date'

• These may be ""...... separ
ately, but Dot #elNrrtl u such.
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The end of a mathematical line is nothing. Locke's
argument that the end ofhis pen is black or white concludes
nothing here.

Mem. Take care how you pretend to define extension,
for fear of the geometers.

Qu. Why difficult to imagine a minimum? Ans. Because
we are not used to take notice of 'em singly; they not
being able singly to pleasure or hurt us, thereby to deserve
our regard.

Mem. To prove against Keill yt the infinite divisibility of
matter makes the half have an equal number ofequal parts
with the whole.

Mem. To examine how far the not comprehending
infinites may be admitted as a plea.

Qu. Why may not the mathematicians reject all the
extensions below the M. as well as the ddt, &c., well are
allowed to be something, & consequently may be magnify'd
by glasses into inches, feet, &c., as well as the quantities
next below the M. ?

Big"little, and nu~ber are the works of the mind. How
therefore can ye extension you suppose in Matter be big or
little? How can it consist of any number of points?

P. Mem. Strictly to remark Lrocke], b. 2. C. 8. s. 8.
Schoolmen compar'd with tlie mathematicians.
Extension is blended w\h tangible or visible ideas, & by

the mind prsescinded therefrom.
Mathematiques made easy-the scale does almost all.

The scale can tell us the subtangent in ye parabola is
double the abscisse.

Wi need of the utmost accuracy wft the mathematicians
own •." rerum natura they cannot find anything corre
sponding wUl their nice ideas.

One should endeavour to find a progression by trying
wUl the scale.

Newton's fluxions needless. Anything bel9w an M
rnig!Jt serve for Leibnitz's Differential Calculus.

How can they hang together so well, since there are in
them (I mean the mathematiques) so many ctmlradiclon'at
argul;c.. V. Barrow, Lect.

A man may read a book of Conics with ease, knowing
how to try if they are right. He may take 'em on the
credit of the author.
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Where·s the need of certainty in such trifles? The
thing that makes it so much esteem'd in them is that we
are thought not capable of getting it elsewhere. But we
may in ethiques and metaphysiques.

The not leading men into mistakes no argument for
the truth of the infinitesimals. 'fhey being nothings may
perhaps do neither good nor harm, except wn they are
taken for something, & then the contradiction begets
a contradiction.

a +500 nothings=a +50 nothings~an innocent silly truth.

M. My doctrine excellently corresponds wtb the creation.
I suppose no matter, no stars, sun, &c. to have existed
before 1.

It seems all circles are not similar fi~res, there not
being the same proportion betwixt all circumferences &
their diameters. •

When a small line upon paper represents a mile, the
mathematicians do not calculate theTulnnr of the paper line,
they calculate the -Iudt) 0" of the Inile. 'Tis to this they
have regal·d, 'tis of thi~ they think; if they think or have
any idea at all. The inch perhaps might represent to their
imaginations the mile, but ye TU!1nr of the inch cannot be
made to represent anything, it not being imaginable.

But the l"uAlrU" of a 1uile being sonlewbat, they think the
lblnnr of the inch is somewhat: wn they think of yt they
imagine they think on this.

3 faults occur in the arguments of the mathematicians for
divisibility ad i"fin,~"n,-

I. They suppose extension to exist without the mind,
or not perceived.

2. They suppose that we have an idea of length
without breadth', or that length without breadth
does exist.

3. 'rhat unity is divisible ad infinitulll.
To suppose a M. S. divisible is to say there are distin

guishable ideas where there are no distinguishable ideas.

I In as rar as they have Dot I [Or rather that invisible lengt
been sensibly realised in finite per- does exist.]-AuTHORJ on margin.
cipient mind.
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"fhe M. S. is not near so inconceivable as the signum in
,,,agnitudine indioiduum.

Mem. To examine the math. about their point-what it
is-something or nothing; and how it differs from the
M.S.

All might be demonstrated by a new method of indi
visibles, easier perhaps and juster than that of Cavalierius 1.

Unperceivable perception a contradiction.
Proprietates reales rerum omnium in Deo, tam corporum

quum spirituum continentur. Clerici, Log. cap. 8.
Let my adversaries answer anyone of mine, I 'Il yield.

If I don't answer everyone of theirs, I'll yield.
The loss of the excuse' may hurt Transubstantiation,

but not the Trinity.

We need not strain our imaginations to conceive such
little thin~s. ·Bigger may do as well for infinitesimals,
since the Integer must be an infinite.

Evident y' web has an infinite number of parts must be
infinite.

Qu. Whether extension be resoluble into points it does
not consist of?

Nor can it be objected that we reason about numbers,
\\-eh are only words & not ideas I; for these infinitesimals
are words of no use, if not supposed to stand for ideas.

Axiom. No reasoning about things whereof we have no
idea. 'I"herefore no reasonin~ about infinitesimals.

Much less infinitesimals of lnfinitesimals, &c.
Axiom. No \vord to be used without an idea.

M. Our eyes and senses inConn us not of the existence of
P. matter or ideas existing without the mind •. They are not

to be blam'd for the mistake.

I Bonavenlura Cavalieri (1598
16.7), the Italian mathematician.
His G«J""iry o/I"t/itJisihl'8 (1635)
prepared the way fOt" the Calculus.

t [By C the excuse' is meant the
finiteness of our mind-making it
possibleforcontradictions to appear
true to US.]-AUTHOR, on margin.

:I He allo\vl elsewhere that words

wilh meanings not realisable in
imagination, i. e. in the form of
idea, may discharge a useful office.
See Pn;,ciplts, Introduction, sect.
20.

4 Wedonotperceiveunperccived
matter, but only matter realised in
living perception-the percipient
act being the factor of its reality.
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I defy anr man to assi~n a right line equal to a paraboloid,
but wn look d at thro' a microscope they mayappear unequall.

M. Newton's harangue amounts to no more than that gravity
is proportional to gravity.

One can't imagine an extended thing without colour.
V. Barrow, L. G.

P. Men allow colours, sounds, &c.1 not to exist without the
mind, tho' they have no demonstration they do not. Why
may they_ not allow my Principle with a demonstration?

M. Qu. Whether I had not better allow colours to exist
P. without the mind; taking the mind for the active thing weh

I call •I,' 'myself'-y' seems to be distinct from the under
standing' ?

P. The taking extension to be distinct from all other tangible
& visible qualities, & to make an idea by itsel~ has made
men take it to be without the mind.

I see no wit in any of them but Newton: "fhe rest are
meer triflers, mere Nihilarians.

The folly of the mathematicians in not judging of sensa
tions by their senses. Reason was given us for nobler uses.

M. Keill's filling the world with a mite I. This follows from
the divisibility of extension ad infinitum.

Extension, or length without breadth, seems to be
nothing save the number of points that lie betwixt any 2
points 4. It seems to consist in meer proportion-meer
reference of the mind.

To what purpose is it to determine the forms of glasses
geometrically?

Sir Isaac' owns his book could have been demonstrated
on the supposition of indivisibles.

M. Innumerable vessels of matter. V. Cheyne.
I'll not admire the mathematicians. 'TIS w' anyone of

I The secondary qualities of
things.

I Because, while dependent on
percipient sense, they are inde·
pendent of '''.1 personal will, being
determined to appear under natural
law, by Divine agency.

• Keill's l"trotJuc#o ad wran.
Pit,s",,,, (Oxon. 11OQ)-LectioS
a curious work, dedicated to the

Earl of Pembroke.
• (Extension without breadth

i. c. Insensible, intangible length
is not conceivable. 'Tis a mistake
we are led into by the doctrine of
abstraction.]-AuTHOR, on margin
ofMS.

I Here C Sir Isaac.' Hence
written after April, 11°5.



• 'Idea' here tlsed in its wider
meaning-for • operations of mind,'
as well as for sense presented pheno
mena that are independent of indi
vidual will. cr. Pn"lfoplu, sect. I.

I 'sen_tions,' i. c. objective
pbenomena presented in sense.

, See P";"npl_, sect. I.

• See PriHtipl_, sect. a.
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comnl0n sense might attain to by repeated acts. I prove
it by experience. I am but one of human sense, and I &c.

Mathematicians have some of them good parts-the more
is the pity. Had they not been mathematicians they had
been goOd for nothin~. They were such fools they knew
not how to employ their parts.

The mathematicians could not so much as tell wherein
truth & certainty consisted, till Locke told 'em I. I see the
best of 'em talk of light and colours as if wtJIout the mind.

By tlt,;,g I either mean ideas or that weh has ideas I.

Nullum prEclarum ingenium unquam fuit magnus mathe
Dlaticus. Scaliger·.

A great genius cannot stoop to such trifles & minutenesses
as they consider.

I. t All significant words stand for ideas I.

2. All knowledge about our ideas.
3. All ideas come from without or from within.
4. If from without it must be by the senses, & they are

call'd sensations'.
5. I f from within they are the operations of the mind, &

are called thou~hts.

6. No sensatIon can be in a senseless thing.
7. No thought can be in a thoughtless thing.
8. All our ideas are either sensations or thoughts 1, by 3,

4, 5·
9. None of our ideas can be in a thing weh is both

thoughtless" senseless', by 6, 7, 8.
10. The bare passive recognition or having of ideas is

called· perception.
II. Whatever has in it an idea, tho' it be never so

passive, tho' it exert no manner of act about it, yet it must
perceive. 10.

I Eaay, Bk. IV. eh. iv. sect. 18;
ch. v. sect. 8, ace.

t He applies t},i"l to self-con
scious penons u well as to passive
objects of sense.

I SctJ!ignYlu Smmtltl, p. ~"1o.

• [These arguments must be
proposed shorter and more sepa
rate in the Treatile.]-AUTHOR, on
marKfn.
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12. All ideas either are simple ideas, or made up of simple
ideas.

13. That thing weh is like unto another thing must agree
w~h it in one or more simple ideas.

14. Whatever is like a simple idea must either be another
simple idea of the same sort, or contain a simple idea of
the same sort. 13.

15. Nothing like an idea can be in an unperceiving thing.
II, 14. Another demonstration of the same thing.

16. Two things cannot be said to be alike or unlike till
they have been compar'd.

17. Comparing is the viewing two ideas together, &
marking wt they agree in and wt they disagree in.

18. The mind can compare nothing but its own ideas. 17.
19. Nothing like an idea can be in an unperceiving thing.

II, 16, 18.

N. B. Other arguments innumerable, both a pnari &
a postman; drawn from all the sciences, from the clearest,
plainest, most obvious truths, whereby to demonstrate the
Principle, i. e. that neither our ideas, nor anything like our
ideas, can pos~ibly be in an unperceiving thing t.

N.B. Not one argument of any kind wtsoever, certain or
probable, a prion- or a posterion; from any art or science,
from either sense or reason, against it.

Mathematicians have no right idea of angles. Hence
angles of contact wrongly apply'd to prove extension
divisible ad infin,1u,,,.

We have got the Algebra of pure intelligences.
We can prove Newton's ~ropositions more accurately,

more easily, & upon truer prInciples than himself t
•

Barrow owns the downfall of geometry~ However I'll
endeavour to rescue it-so far as it is useful, or real, or
imaginable, or intelligible. But for the nothings, I'll leave
them to their admirers.

I An 'unperceiving thing' can
not be tbe factor ormaterial reality_

:I [To the utmost accuracy, want
ing nothing of perfection. The;r

solutions or problems, themselves
must own to faU infinitely short of
perfection.]-AUTHoR, on margin.
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I'll teach anyone the whole course of mathematiques in
yb,.part the time that another will.

Much banter got from the J.>refaces of the mathematicians.
Newton says colour is In the subtil matter. Hence

Malbranch proves nothing, or is mistaken, in asserting there
is onely figure & motion.

I can square the circle, &c.; they cannot. Weh goes on
the best principles?

The Billys 1 use a finite visible line for an !...
m

Marsilius Ficinus-his appearing the moment he died
solv'd by my idea of time'.

The philosophers lose their abstract or unperceived Mat
ter. The mathematicians lose their insensible sensations.
'fhe profane Llose] their extended Deity. Pray wL do the
rest of mankind lose? As for bodies, &c., we have them
still'.

N.B. The future nat. philosoph. & mathem. get vastly by
the bargain 4.

'rhere are men who say there are insensible extensions.
'fhere are others who say the wall is not white, the fire is
not hot, &c. We Irishmen cannot attain to these truths.

The mathematicians think there are insensible lines.
About these they harangue: these cut in a point at all
angles: these are divisible ad ,nfi,,,1un,. We Irishmen
can conceive no such lines.

The mathematicians talk of w' they call a point. This,
they ·say, is not. altogether nothing, nor is it downright
something. Now we lrishmen are apt to think something'
& nothing are next neighbours.

Engagements to P. • on account of yo 'freatise that grew
up under his eye; on account also of his approving my

I Jeaode Billy and Ren~deBillYt

French mathematicians-the former
author of NOf)(J G,omd,u.Clamand
other mathematical work~.

I According to Baronius, in the
fifth volume of his 'Annals,' Ficinus
RppeAred lifter death to Michael
Mercallis-agrceably to a promise
he made when he was alh·e-to
l13Surc him of the life of the human
spirit after tbe death of the body.

I So rar as we are factors of their
reality, in sense and in science, or
can be any praclical way concerned
\vUh tbem.

• cr. PrincipiIs. sect. lot-34.
I , something,' i. e. abstract some·

thing.
• Lord Pembroke (J) - to wholn

the Pri",i"/~swere dedicated. and
to whom Locke dedicated his &say.
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harangue. Glorious for P. to be the protector of usefull
tho' newly discover'd truths.

How could I venture thoughts into the world before I
knew they would be of use to the world? and how could I
know that till I had try'd how they suited other men's ideas ?

I publish not this so much for an:ything else as to know
whether other men have the same Ideas as we Irishmen.
This is my end, & not to be inform'd as to my own parti
cular.

My speculations have the same effect as visiting foreign
countries: in the end I return where I was before, but my
heart at ease, and enjoying life with new satisfaction.

Passing through all the sciences, though false for the
most part, yet it gives us the better insight and greater
knowledge of the truth.

He that would bring another over to his opinion, nlust
seenl to harmonize with him at first, and humour him in
his own way of talking I.

From my childhood I had an unaccountable turn of
thought that way I.

It doth not argue a dwarf to have greater strength than
a giant, because he can thro\y off the Dlo1ehill which is
upon him, while the other struggles beneath a mountain.

The whole directed to practise and morality-as ap
pears lit, from making manifest the nearness and omni
presence of GOd; 2dly, from cutting off the useless labour
of sciences, and so forth.

I This is an interesting example
or a feature that is conspicuous
in Berkeley-the art of ' humour
inc In opponent in his own way
or thinking: which it seems was
an early habit. It is thus that
he insinuates his New Principles

in the LstJ.1 0" Y,~io'" and so
prepares to unfold and defend them
in the book of Pno"ciples and the
threeD,aloKUe$-straininglanguage
to reconcile them with ordinary
model of speech.




